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SPECIAL

JUNE

NOTICES.

SAGE—Drug store; fresh amt complete
3tock attractively flttted; fine laboratory and
large office connected; old stand prominently located on thoroughfare in large family hotel, Boston. Paying business and may be largely increased. *1200 cash will buy ft on account of
owner’s sickness. Bargain for live man. Good
chance for physician for office practice in connecPOND & BRITTAN,
tion with drug business.
7-1
38!) Washington St., Boston.

FOB

A grand mark dow n sale of Ladies’ and Children’s Cloaks of all
kinds 10-day.

the DUPLEX OXYGEN GAS BURNER; can make from *75
This Burto *100 per week with a small capital.
ner produces two flames, these uniting more than
Tins
double the illuminating power of fuel gas.
is an established scientific fact, and at once apparent to all. The opening between the two nipples effects a combustion of 50 per cent, of the
oxygen of the air. and as this does not pass
through the meter, of course there is nothing to
pav for it, hence the great economy of this Burner
over all others, repaving, as it does, its cost a hundred limes over. Fully 60 per cent, saved. T.
EARLY & SON, 14 La Grange street, Boston.
Prices; Single sample burner, by mail, 26c.; one
dozen, *2.60; one gross, per express, C. O. D.,
jauSdilt
*26. Special Rates to Agents.
with a small capital for
the AIR TWIN GAS BURNER; superior
to the electric light In economy, beauty and steadiness. This burner is far superior to any other m
use, and agents wil And a ready sale wherever
they are introduced. Samples sent by mail for
and price list, with Special
26c. Circulars
Terms to Agents, sent on application. Address
SMITH & CARMAN, 12 La Grange street, Bos-

WANTED—Agents

To-day in connection with our
great sale of Hamburg Remnants
we shall sell 50 dozen good 50
cent Corsets at only 25 cents.

BROS.

jan!2___suit
INSURANCE.

CO.,

31 EXCHANGE STREET,
£«ilabli.<ili«tl in 1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
oiass American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701.

wanted—To sell the best selling household articles yet invented; large
profits and sure to sell. For particulars address
22-tf
R. M. GORDON, Lewiston, Maine.

Agents

jel7s»ly

THE

Mercantile Agency

SAGE—The stock in trade and fixtures
of the grocery store No. 672 Congress street,
lately occupied by H. B. Perry & Co. Apply to J.
8-1
H. DRUMMOND, JR- No. 356 Congress St.

FOB

EDWARD RUSSELL & CO.,

SAI.E—Desirable house lots, situated on
Congress. Grove, Cumberland and Sherman
also
on Clark. Gray, Danfortli, Thomas and
Sts.;
Lewis Sts. At reasonablo prices, by N. S. GAR-

FOR

B, Exchange St.,
PORTLAND,

MAINE.

DIN

The January issue of the Reference Book
will be ready for delivery immediately, and will
contain the names, location, business and ratings

of

SAGE—A

housekeeping; also

MILLION

an

office

sale. 67
6-1

for

stove

GET—House No. 269
Cor. Carlton. Inquireof JOHN
P. HOBBS. 3 OMarket St.1-tf

FOR SALE.
TANNERY, in first-class order,
with old established Belting and Supply
trade, a safe and profitable investment. Only reason for selling, to close an estate.

STEAM

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,
Waeo. Maine.

novl4

Opp.

Preble House.

Tills new and beautiful Studio'lias just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art. and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight nortli
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal

supervision

of

MR. J. M.

PECK,

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
of larg# experience in all branches of the Art.
a

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.
dec2

eodtf

AIM:—To *»lra»r.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street. Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid iu advance
Kates of Advertising—One inch of space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
$2.50
Published every Thursday Morning,
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted iu the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for eacli subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
at

a

dtf

Wi ATHER.

THE

Washington, Jan. 12.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Fair weather and nearly stationary tempera-

—

ture.

THE

•• "--

jauu

LOST AND

FOUND.

Union Mutual

wallet containing a sum of money.
have the same by paying for this
Owner
8-1
advertisement. Apply 18 MontrealSt., City.

IrtOUND—A
1

can

Exchange or
portemonuaie containing a
forenoon,

Middle streets,
LOST—Wednesday
money.
small amount
a

on

The linder will he reof
warded on leaving the same at THIS OFFICE.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

0-1

place to buy Wedding Cake
DEERING’S Bakery, 399 Congress St.

FOUND—The
is at

best

29-3m

winds.
I-OCAL VVEATHEU KEPOKT.

Portland, Me., Jan. 11, 1880.
A .ill 3 1"~m~T~7p m ill pm
Barometer 29.710 29.808 29.862 29.985 39.069
-0.1
5.0
6.9
Thermo’!-. -1.5
|12.0
i 2.1
-3.1
5.2
Dew Point ,-4.5
j 0.2

i~7 TmTiT

Humidity.

87.0

80.2

73.6

Wind.iNW

NW

W

Mean
Mean
ORGANIZED

HO LET—A finely furnished room, with fursecond story, at
n:ice heat and gas: in the

1848.

IN

Mean
Mean

110

3,140,251.96

Surrendered policies,

5,592,112.84

Dividends,.

4,208,602.74

SHOWING
millions oe
Twenty-one
LABS, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIX
EARS, paid policy-holders for each
existence.
tlie

Nos.

part of.

■

TOTAL PAYMENT
Policy-holders of nearly

Btreet.__4tl

84 and 8G Union St., with large chambers, for
TO
well adapted for Jobbing busiterm of

PRESENT ASSETS ARE

ITS001.67.

while its liabilities

are

doe-

DOGyear of

86,322,-

only 85,-

022,576.50.
LET —Lower rent in house on Douglass St.;
;
etghtrooms. six on the flat. Sebago water
10J1
rent $9. inquire of GEO. W. BURNHAM,
Congress St._
CITABLE TO LET-011 Vine St. Inquire at
W. Ruby's Saloon, 25 Pearl St.__29-tf

THEREFORE V SURPLUS of
8400,006.00 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of 8725,200.00 by the New
York standard.

TO

rT

UNION MCTUAE recognizing its muis the most liberal company in Its
dealings with its policy-holders.

JL tuality,

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
terms, and no chance

ITS
definite in all its

misconception.

‘iue2!M

street.__

After

LET— A furnished front room, heated and
lighted, with or without borad, suitable for
Inquire
gontleman and wife or two young men.
14 BROWN STREET.__4~1
KENT—A few choice rooms at No. 639
Congress street; sun all day, heat by steam,
bath
thus avoiding all danger from fire; excellent house
of the
room accommodations; tlie location
our
in
excelled
is
not
its
all
with
appointments
4~1
Cl.>V. Call at HOUSE^_
SCENT —A few very desirable rooms,
furnished or unfurnished, at 112 FREE ST.,
corner of Oak.
___—-—A i.*5T_A "few nice rooms with board at
Nos.
nUHANT ilOU»Ee No. 1 Durant Block, ProA. Leavitt,
? sind 538 Ooncress sttfect, Fred
bath
rooms,
heat,
fcteam
prietor Gas electric bclis,
Table the
new and first-class.
best. Prices reasonable.

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
IT DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are comwithout waiting GO, 90,
and
and
satisfactory,
plete
PAYS DEATH

TO

or

any

number of days.

ISSUES

FOIt

POLICIES

ITplans, and its

approved

ail

are
none

Company are
EXPERIENCE. STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION. LARGE SURPLUS. EQU 11A1ILE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

Call or send
of its plans.

Agency Office for

to any

a

circular

eodtf

Factory-Filled Salt.
FOR DAIRY USE.

UNEQUALLED

WANTED—By Nova Scotia
n’ivate families or hotels,
Api.'v at 228% Miduos p j.Mdle St., over M. (1. l*alm
A,',,] sl,cure
< al! dl im'd w‘“
EE’S Employment officer
y.j
ITIJATIOi,

SEND FOR CIRCULARS

.ft'0,,H

CONANI, PATRICK k CO,

______

with experience would life* 3
housekeeper in a 'wall xaniii}.
* *■

\\T ANTED—One

V? situation as
Gall on, or address M., 43 Free St.
do
capable Protestant girl '^
general housework m a small family,
he neat, a good cook and
Dc
Apply at 30 CUSHMAN St.,
ences required.
tween 2 and 5 p. m._____.1—
experienced girl In Fancy
Goods; must be well recommended; a good
one.
Apply at
permanent place given to the right
1
once at I,. D.
ANTED—All who wish to subscribe for the
Zion’s Herald, or renew their subscription,
to please call on 1). K- FItOHOCK, Agent, 201
61
Oxford St.
chamber maid and plain
laundress; none need apply tliatcannot give
0-1
references. 20 FREE ST.

agents,

PORTLANJ-JL

229 COMMERCIAL ST.,

mgJt
£

sleighs.

WANTED—An

to call
I invite people wanting a first-class Slcigli
and

STKOUT'S._5

W

EXAMINE MY STOCK.
I

have some

_

and

_

Business

capable girl for general house5-1
EMERY STREET-

I

Bookkeeper wanted.
5-1
SHAW. HAMMOND & CARNEY.

ANTED—Assistant

mrITydia burrows,
Wantph_Washing
Court.
a

Applj

-Ladies to know that Mrs. Dr.
m
Sherman still remains at 42 South street,
treatment of corns, outgrowing joints ana!mgrowWill
dug nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty.
nail at residence it desired without extra charge.
Corns removed for 26 cents.
AXT ANT ED.

W

lo
person owning a piano
know that all instruments under my exclusive care will be kept clean inside, rendering
them less liable to become damaged by moths.
J. D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner. F. O.
address, Deering. Me. Order slate at Horse It. It.
16-4
Station, Portland, Me.

WANTED-Every

Wanted.
YOUNG man as clerk In an Insurance Office
a
write
good hand and be able to fur
must
■aljli good references. Apply in owu hand-writing
One
living at home and in the city
to BOX lSSid.

A

_janSdtf

preferred.

Wanted.
assistant bookcan give
Address
dcc26dtf
Maine.
Rowdoinham,

young man, a

situation

as

or private clerk; one who
',ke.»«er,e{e‘rence9
B,,-«
as to character.

satisfactory
Lock Box NO

x

a

8
5
6

Memphis.30.57

Pittsburg....
Buffalo, N.Y.
Cleveland....
Detroit.
Oswego.

12
1
1
1
8
—4
-4
1
—5
2
—8

30.36

30.28
30.34
30.34
30.22
Alpena,Midi 30.34
Chicago, ills. 30.46
Duluth, Minn 30.44

Marquette... 30.32
Milwaukee. 3o.40
St. Louis, Mo 30.13
St.Paul,Minn

30.57

Omaha, Neb. 30.62
Bismarck,Da 30.38
St. Vincent.. 30.31
Denver.130.41

9
—11
—4
—2
—1
11

j,
Cheyenne.... 130.36_14 |_

C

>

S3

6
-2
—2
—

N

x3
xl
—6
x3
x6
—14
-9
x4
x7
—4
—5
xl2
x4

NW
W

Cloudy

W

8
Lt
12
10

WHITNEY,

E

01 Preble St.,
decidtf

Lincoln St.,
POBTLAIVP.MK.

eor.

|

sics

mi

I-Positively Cured

f* A DTST O S?

i?£j"®B

kSiWlE*
8 Mb

Sj -arll
yfca SMS' 69
a w
,..g® nil | <£

:WSi ErSfcio®.

£§

these Little P1113.
They also relieve Dis-w
tress from Dyspepsia,W
Indigestion and Toca
Hearty Eating. A per-g
feet remedy ior Dizzi-Sj
ness, Nausea, Drmvsi-W
ness, Bad Taste In the®;
Mouth,

Ckwted^TongueJg

Xhev regulate the Eow-jSd
Lis and prevent Corsti-N*

jSS

easiest to t n

nation and PUes. The smallest and
ke.ga
a via!,
Purely %cg-K
fely oncpffl a done. 40 in
Price 25 cents. 6 vials by mail forSl.00.®

etaBe.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., Prop’rs, New York,

W

....Cloudy

NW

Lt Lt Snw

8

W
W

9

ALONZO S.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
180

JYIiddlc
uear

comer

| JEST OF WORK AT

Street,

of Exchange St.

REASONABLE

PRICES^

of

Schooner

the

Annual
Cov. Foraker Delivers His
Address.

x21
—4
—10

S
8

22
16

NWj 7

Clear

Clear

I.EEBMANN,

A.

Maine.

FROM MAINETO COLORADO.

Have

in

Machias, Me.

a

Family

Been

Whose

Lons

Sep-

Jan. IP—Hattie

and

When the children

were

young, the husband and fattier deserted
them, and for many years no word was
heard from him, and he was given up for
his disappeardead. Three years after
ance the mother died of consumption, and
the children grew up with marked signs of
the dread disease. They separated, one going to California, one to Minnesota and one

sisters followed the married one to this place.
Those who had gone to the West were the
brothers, and both went seeking a climate
which would restore their health. Last July
a letter was received by an old citizen of Maehias, from the father of these children, asking their whereabouts, and soon lie was in
communication with them. After wandering from one place to another he had finally
settled in Colorado, and becoming well to do,
determined to get Ills family together again,
and with this view made arrangements with
the unmarried daughters to join him at his
home. The brothers in the distant part of
the

country will

soon

People Are

Which Maine
Interested.

In

Mr. Dingle y introduced today a mass of
petitions against the commission to arrange
concerning the free admission of Canadian

fish.
Mr. Hale introduced in the Senate Mr. Milliken’s bill to make Mount Desert Ferry a
port of entry.
Mr. W. Cordon has been appointed postmaster at Fryeburg, in place of Tobias L.
Eastman, who has been removed.
Nominations Sent to the Senate.
The President sent the following nominations to the Senate today:
Gideon Harris of Alabama, to be register of tlie
laud office at Montgomery, Ala.
Nominations Confirmed
by the
the Senate
executive session today
nearly 500 nominations were reported from
committees, chiefly postmasters. The nomPresident last
inations sent in by
tlie
Wednesday and today were referred to the
committees and the following nominations
were confirmed:
Benjamin F. Jonas of Louisiana, to be collector
of customs for the district of New Orleans.
Alfred P. Edgerton of Fort Wayne. Iud.; William D. Trenholm of Charleston, 3. C., and Dorman B. Eaton of New York, to be civil service
commissioners.
When the nomination of Eaton came up,
Senator Logan made the point that he
(Eaton was a Mugwump, and that the spirit
of the civil service law required that one of
the commissioners be a Republican. Senators
Evarts, Hoar and one or two others vouched
for liis being a Republican. There are said
to have been fourteen votes cast against
him, one-half of which number were those of

Republicans.

AFTER THE STORM.

Later

Reports of Wrecks and Loss
of Lives.

A

British

The

Founders

Steamer

Fire Island

Western

Off

Light.
Resuming

Railroads
Business.

Cloudy

The Brownfield Murderer.
Ossipee, N. H., Jan. 11.—Wendell Foss,
who murdered Wentworth at Brownfield"
Me., last week, was today committed to Ossipee jail by Deputy Sheriff Chase to await

Members

it is to furnish these papers, shall be paid by
the United States. Masters of coastwise
vessels are authorized to employ a shipping
commissioner to ship crews. The limitation
clause of the last shipping act concerning
liabilities is extended to vessels in interior
waters, and to those engaged in
the coastwise trade. The provisions of the
law of 1883 authorizing a draw back on bituminous coal, the benefits of which under
the rulings of the Treasury are now enjoyed
by foreign vessels, are limited by the Amerlean vessels.
The bill also extends tlie provisions of tlie statutes in relation to tlie
free admission of material entering into the
construction or used in the repair of American vssels, so as to include the material
used in the construction or repair of vessels
engaged in the fisheries and in whaling.
News

join them also.

FROZE TO DEATH.
Incident of the Cold
the West.

Snap

in

Chicago, Jan. 11.—Reports from the West
and Northwest indicate no abatement of the
cold snap. The mercury stood at 15° to 24°
below zero throughout Illinois yesterday,
and last night several eases of freezing were
At Elgin, Irwin Underhill, on his
way home from a party, lost his way and
His horse
was found frozen stiff yesterday.
was stalled in a snow bank some distance
from him. At Dundee, Edwin Baker was
found frozen in a farmyard. At Burlington,

Rockland, Jan. 11.—The revenue steamer
Woodbury today found the schooner J. H.
Halliday, for Boston, off Seal Harbor and
towed her to this port.
The Halliday was
loaded with coal for Boothbay.
She split
her sails in the recent gale and three of the
crew were badly frost-bitten.
Htngbam, Mass., Jan. 11.—The bodies of
the four seamen lost from tlie schooner
Millie Trim of Rockland, Me., which were
washed ashore at Calf Island, were today
taken Boston.

Chattanooga, Tenn., Jan. 11.—The minimum temperature this morning was 7° below zero.
Despatches to the Times from
towns throughout East Tennessee, North
North Alabama say that last
and
Georgia
night was tlie coldest ever known. Stock is

suffering greatly.
Phovincetown, Mass., Jan. 11.—The
schooner Congress has turned hack and now
lays on tlie beach at Cotuit port. Schooner
Eltio J.| Simmons also had some experience.
She ran on the flats in the harbor,
being without anchors and unable to reach
a
wharf.
She lays easily and perfectly
tight. She will be floated with slight assist-

Wreckers have contracted to float tlie
schooner ,J. W. Gaskell, ashore on Long
Point, and deliver in Boston with cargo.
Tug Charles Pierson was ordered this noon
to the assistance of an unkown barkentine
reported anchored on the Middle Bank in
distress.
New7 Haven, Jan. 11.—Schooner Darclla
Kolian of Greenport, L. I., is missing. It is
supposed this is the one that went down off
storm Friday
Charles Islacd during the
night. Nothing definite has been learned as
to the faith of her crew.
New Yohk, Jan. 11.—Tlie British steamer
Hilton Castle, Capt. Colven, from New York
Jan. Oth for Rouen, France, foundered 15
ance.

Ullica BUUIU

UJ.

A'UIC

lOltlUU

**£,110

CVl>

1U

sum

One boat in charge of the first
mate with a crew of nine men effected a
A second boat with a
in
safety.
landing
qrew of ten men under command of the
captain left the steamer the same time as did
the other boat, but has not since been heard
from. It is hoped she may have been picked
up by a passing vessel.

morning.

Baltimore, Md., Jan. 11.—Reports from

down the bay all show that the cold is the
bitterest known for years. Intense suffering
is reported among the men engaged in oyster
dredging, and it is feared many lives have
been lost. Cattle trains arriving from the
West are bringing many frozen beasts.
Schooner Cressie Wright,
Capt. Black,
which sailed from Baltimore for Savanah,
Dec. 30th, was lost off Beaufort, N. C., Sunday. Only one man of the crew of the vessel
was saved.
Kansas City, Jan. 11.—Railroad traffic
has been resumed and western trains are
moving today without serious delay. Four
persons are reported to have been frozen to
death last week in Sherman county, Kansas.
Notes.

Chicago, Jan. 11.—The cold weather continues, but many of the railroads arc being
cleared and are resuming operations.

reported.

la., John Lang left a barber shop late .Saturday night for home, and was found dead
Sunday morning, a quarter of a mile from
where he started. A despatch from Denver, Col., says that two men were frozen to
death near the Western Kansas line, and it
is feared that the loss of life in the mountains was considerable.
Floods In Montreal.
Months:An, Jan. 11.—The river has risen

little since last night. A great deal of damage has been done to wholesale houses on
St. Paul street. Several large mills on the
banks of the Lachine Canal had to close
down for want of water power. Destitution
caused by the flood among the poor people in
St. Gabriel, St. Charles and other places is
terrible, and if the flood continues a system
Hunof relief will have to be organized.
dreds of cellars are flooded.

a

THE

LABOR

Lack of Help

QUESTION.

in Pennsylvania Collieries.

Pittsburg, Jan. 11.—Coal operators of
the Monongahela Valley complain that they
are unable to get out the amount of coal desired owing to a scarcity of diggers. All the
mills are in operation but are not running on
flul time. When the late strike was inaugurated four thousand men left the river going
to Kentucky, Iowa, Indiana and other western coal fields, and none have returned as
yet but all are expected back before the
trade begins. At present there is not
idle miner on the river.

spring
an

Four Hundred and
ers

Fifty

Shoe

Meeting

farmer who saw the sigfrom tiie vessel, which
he discovered with the aid of a glass was
disabled and those on hoard evidently unanal of distress

a

flying

Mak-

Out of Work.

Concord, N. H., Jan. 11.—Two shoe manufactories operated by C. B. Lancaster « Co.

of Boston in Pittsfield have shut down on
account of labor troubles. Their pay rolls
for the liat six months aggregate #280,000
and their suspension of work has thrown 430
hands out of employment.

XLlXtli CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 11.
In the Senate today a number of petitions
were presented praying for the suspension
of the silver coinage.
Mr. Harrison reported favorably from the
committee on Territories on original bill to
admit

uaKOta ami

i'll

proviue

lilt-

111muii/.a-

tion u£ the Territory of Lincoln.
Mr. Butler reserved the right to submit a
minority report if, after perusal and consideration of the majority report, he should
conclude to do so.
Mr. Harrison, from the same committee,
reported adversely on the resolutions heretofore offered by Messrs. Butler and Vest,
calling for inquiries as to the organization of
tlie State government in Dakota. The resolution was placed on the calendar.
Mr. Morgan offered a resolution relating to
the trustees provided for by the Utah bill to
manage the property and affairs of the Mormon

church organization.

The resolution was laid over.
Mr. Manderson called up his bill to increase the efficiency of the infantry branch
of the army, and addressed the Senate at
length in explanation thereof.
Mr. Blair addressed the Senate on the bill
heretofore introduced by him to provide for
the erection of a monument at Washington
to Lincoln and another to Grant. Lincoln
and Grant, he said, were associated in the
minds of the people with Washington as the
saviors of tlieir country, and appropriate
monuments should be erected to their memory in the capital of the nation. Individual
effort would never undertake to erect monuments becoming the greatest of men and
principles to be commemorated in these instances, and the government should therefore undertake the task as it had completed
a monument to Washington.
Mr. Pugh called up Mr. Beck’s silver resolution and and addressed the Senate on it.
The real point involved, Mr. Pugli believed
to be, not suspension, but the total stoppage
of silver coinage, and if silver coinage were
suspended now it would be a blow that
would directly and speedily lead to the consummation of au organized conspiracy of
capitalists to secure absolute control of ail
our currency and the regulation of its volume
and consequent
purchasing power. Mr.
Pugh criticised the arguments of the Secretary of tlie Treasury and of the President.
He inquired whether we were to take the
mere direction of the President in this matter, and insisted that the executive officers
were under obligation to enforce the laws of
Congress. Why had those laws been hourly
violated ? Had Congress abdicated its powers
to the executive department of tlie government? National banks, which were the fiscal agents of tlie government, should not,
Mr. Pugh thought, nave been allowed to become members of the clearing house that
.discredited tlie silver certificates of tlie government. The reason the national banks
did not like silver was because silver was the
onlv medium of our currency which they
could uot control. Stop the coinage of silver, said Mr. Pugh, and those banks will become the absolute monarehs of all they
survey. The opinion of James G. Blaine,
lie continued, would have an influence witli
the Senate. He read from remarks made byMr. Blaine while in Congress, to the effect
that the establishment of a lion-metallic gold
standard woulli he injurious to our industries and commerce, and that the United
States could not wisely treat silver as
European countries did. Both metals, Mr.
Pugh insisted, were necessary in order to
counteract tlie constant tendency of money
to contract under tlie vast increase of tlie
values of the world.
Before Mr. Pugh concluded his remarks,
the Senate went into executive session, and
later adjourned.

HOUSE.
In tiie House today tlie Speaker laid before
the Housan communication from the clerk,
transmitting papers in various contested
election cases, and the papers were referred
to the committee on elections.
ijii is

introduced:

By Air. Oates, of Alabama, a bill to prohibit aliens from acquiring a title to or owning lands within tlie United States; also a
bill to forfeit the New Orleans, Baton Rouge
and Vicksburg land grants; also a bill to
amend the rules of the House so as to limit
speeches to three minutes.
By Mr. AIcKenna of California, for the appointment of a board of two army and two
navy officers and one civilian authorized to
construct two gun foundries, one in California at the Mare Island navy yard or at
the Benicia arsenal, and one at such other
place as the board may determine, at a cost
not to exceed $1,000,000 for each foundry.
By Air. Townshend of Illinois, providing
for the issue by the treasury of silver certificates in denominations of $1, $2 and $5
each.
By Mr. Boutelle of Alaine, a resolution calling on the Secretary of the Navy for information concerning the truth or falsity of certain statements which have appeared in the

public

press, as follows:
First. That the commandant of the United
States navy yard at Norfolk, Va., has caused an
honorable Inscription heretofore borne on a eantlie United States military or
non captured by
naval forces to be obliterated.
Second. That he caused to be removed from
the dry dock a tablet placed there at the time it
was reconstructed and bearing this inscription:
“Destroyed by rebels in 1802; rebuilt by tlie U. S.
government in 1SG3.”
Third. That beciqise of bis protest against the
removal of those inscriptions the superintendent
in charge of the work of rebuilding had been removed from bis position, aud a person who engaged In tlie military service against the government

appointed

in bis place.
in disregard of

the grateful reFourth. That
cognition of tlie services, sacrifices and sufferings
of persons honorably, discharged from the military aud naval service of tlie country, a number
of sueli persons have been dismissed from em
ployineut in tlie Norfolk navy yard and their
places filled by men who fought against tlie government during tlie rebellion.

found true the SecIf these allegations
retary of tlie Navy is directed to inform the
House upon whose'order and on what authority and in pursuance of what public
policy, if any, such inscriptions were obliterated and such persons dismissed from the
arc

service.

Bv Air. Dingley of Maine, to abolish eorupulsorv pilotage" of sailing vessels in the

coastwise trade; also to encourage American
shipbuilding for the foreign trade. (This hill
enlarges the list of articles admitted free of
duty for tlie construction of vessels for the
foreign trade, and applies the benefits of tlie
act of 1872 to fishing vessels and vessels in
the whaling business.) Also a resolution directing the select committee on shipbuilding
and shipowning interests to inquire what, if
any, legislation will promote the interests of
the American marine engaged in the fisheries, aud to report by bill or otherwise.
Several other bills were introduced, after
which the House adjourned.

Interesting Remarks by
Scathing Denunciation
Crimes in

Jersey City,

N.

J., Machine Shop.
Jersey City, N. J., Jan. 11.—The boiler
in the machine shop

of Af. J. Russell, on
Essex street, exploded this morning while
about twenty employes were getting ready
to go to work. The men were on the second
floor and could not see their way out through
the blinding volumes of steam that urose
from below. All were terriblv scalded, and
when found were lying upon their backs
unconscious upon tlie floor.

Men.

The Annual Reports and Election of

Columbus, O., Jan. 11.—Governor Foraker, in his inaugural address to the Senate
and House of Representatives denounced in
the most scathing terms the outrages perpetrated at the late elections, and demanded
such action from their hands as would virtually prevent further corrupt practices. He
said:
There is nothing more Important than the ballot.
It goes before everything else. Government rests
We
upon it, and its character is determined by it.
exor
other sovereign
no
power
have
There
is
no
greater
power.
pression of
Its
than
suppression
political crime
but
one
There is
equal
or corruption.
crime, and that is indifference to such outrage.
both
and
in
ought to be in
effect,
Either is treason
law. There never was greater need than row for
this to be remembered by the legislative body of
this State. Evil is always contagious. If permitted to succeed in one place its tendency is to
Accordingly, the
quickly spread to all places.
requestion of a free ballot and a fair count, until
has become
in
tne
United
States,
unknown
cently
The outrages perpetrated
a living issue In Ohio.
at our elections in 1884 were not the first of these
offences, but they are mentioned because they
had one good effect. They aroused a sense of duty that secured the enactment of a registration
law applicable to the cities of Cincinnati and
Cleveland. It was hoped that this measure would
prevent these evils, but we have been disappointed. The additional safeguards thus thrown about
the elective franchise seemed only to widen the
range, Increase the determination and quicken
the ingenuity of this class of criminals. As a consequence wc have witnessed not only false voting
and false counting, but also false registrations,
false tallies, false certificates, false returns, and
every other species of falsehood and fraud and
forgery. No such bold, bare faced villainy has
been known in the history of our elections as confessedly was practiced at last October’s elections
in the cities of Cincinnati and Columbus.
If there is anvthfnir worse than the fact that the
scoundrels who perpetrated it are unpunished and
likely to remain so, it is that there should appear
to be no judicial power to prevent the consummation of their iniquities. If it he true that our laws

canvassing officer is compelled,
effect to evident and acknowland
fraud
forgery in defiance of right and
edged
all authority of the courts, then indeed is there
need to change the laws. Sueli an official should
be more than a mere automaton and considerably
The time lias
less than an imperious autocrat.
come tn put a stop to such troubles, and the peoto
without
the
of
regard
State,
political differple
ences, expect at your Uands such legislation as
will have tills effect.
are such that the
or can elect to give

Reception Hall was well filled last evening
when the annual meeting of the Portland
Soldiers and Sailors’ Monument Association
came to order at the call of the President,
General John Marshall Brown. A number
of the lady members of the society testified
to their interest in the work
by their presence at the meeting.
The report of the last annual meeting was
read by Major Charles W. Roberts, Recording Secretary, and accepted. The Secretary
then read the report of the executive committee. The committee refer to the action of
the society charging them with the duty of
petitioning the City Council for permission
to erect the monument m Market Square,
and incorporate into their report the circular
issued on June 20, 1885. The circular recites
the fact that the committee petitioned the
City Council in accordance with the instructions of the association, and a hearing was
granted, at which so much opposition was
developed that the committee deemed it advisable not to press the matter at the time.
The circular also touches upon the desirability of the site. The committee in their
report renew their recommendation of Market Square as the best site for the monument.

Designs have been received from Preston
H. Powers, M. H. Mossman, Moffatt &
Doyle, Hallowell Granite Company, Lunt
Thompson and Clarence S. Luce.
The membership of the association has not
changed during the year, and is 2,898, witli
5,928 shares of stock issued. The report was
accepted.
Mr. Henry

W. Hersey, the Treasurer, presented his annual report, of which the following is an abstract:
Cash on liand at last report. ...$15,355.84
755.42
Keceipts from interest and donations..
$10,111.20

Expenditures.

113.35

Balance
hand.$15,997.91
The report of tiie treasurer was referred to
the committee on finance for auditing. Preson

FOREICN.
Snow Storms in Rome and Vienna.
Rome, Jan. 11.—Snow fell heavily here for
an hour
currence

yesterday.
in

This is

Rome.
Vienna, Jan. 11.—A

unusual oc-

an

storm which
lasted fourteen hours visited this city yesterday. The fall of snow was the heaviest seen
in five years.
snow

Germany’s Aggressiveness.
London, Jan. 11.—Intelligence lias been
received that Germany has seized the islands
of Samoa in the Pacific Ocean. The King
and his chiefs were insulted and finally fled.

A force of men was landed at Upolu from
The Gerthe German war ship Albatross.
man consul then hauled down the Samoan
flag, and ran up the German colors in its
stead. The Samoans threaten to make war
The American and British
on the Germans.
consuls protested against the action of the

Germans.

The

Balkan

Difficulty.

The Telegraph says that' the powers demand that Greece, Servia and Bulgaria disband their armies.

Foreign

Notes.

The Spanish government has stoutly refused to graut to England a coaling station
on one

of the Caroline Islands.

General Bazaine' ex-marslial of France,
living in Madrid, is enduring great
privation, and charitable appeals are being
made to his old comrades in his behalf.
who is

CENERAL NEWS.
In the court at New York yesterday the case of
Gen. Shaler for bribery in connection witli armory frauds was set down for the 25th inst.
Bennett Smith, of Halifax, N. 8., one of the
largest shipowners in Nova Scotia, died yesttrday
morning. He was probably at his death the richest man in the province.
An accommodation train on the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, loaded with school children, yesterday rau into the rear of another train near
Pittsburg, Pa.
Fortunately no serious injuries
resulted, but for a time there was a panic among
the children.
Tlie residence of Charles Buettner, a German
naturalist, of Burlington, la., was burned yesterday. it contained, among other things, a collection of 80,000 inspects, also a large number of
mounted birds.
Win. Gillsou Humphrey, of St. Paul’s Cathedral,
London, Eng., and one of the revisers of the an
thorized version of the New Testament, is dead.
It is announced that the firm of A. M. Bigelow
& Co., leather dealers at 66 Lincoln street, Bos
ton, has failed for about S200,' 00, dragging down
with it the firm of J. A. & G. F. Roberts.
Dr. E. M. Nelson, who was arrested for complicity in the Lancaster hank affair at Rutland,
Vt„ was brought to Clinton, Mass., yesterday afternoon by the detectives. He was arraigned and

pleaded

uot

guilty.

The Democratic members of the Ohio Legislature, at a caucus last night, nominated Hon.
Allen G. Thurman for United States Senator. He
received 38 votes; Gov. Hoadly 33; scattering I.
The nomination was made unanimous.

The Rivals.

[Washington letter to Cleveland Leader.]
Randall reminds one of a pugilist. Ho lias

heavy jaw, a bulldog expression, and he
Morristrikes straight from the shoulder.
He walks around like a
son is a diplomat.
cat with his soft felt hat pulled down over
his eyes. He gives you his hearty shake of
the hand and his friendly and seemingly honHe works in
est eye smiles for everyone.
secret. He likes to tell good stories, and he
avails more in a social crowd than on the
floor of tho house. Each of Morrison’s friends
a

think Morrison cares more for him than he
does for any other friend, or even for himself, and Morrison makes as few enemies as Randall does friends. Morrison appreciates the fact that he is a poor speaker.
He is ill at ease upon the floor, and looks
like a schoolboy making his first declamation. Randall is never more at home than
when engaged in a light before the House.
He stands straight up and looks over his opponents with an expression of conscious
power. He never quails, never shows any
emotion, and hangs to his purposes like the
bulldog from whom his soul evidently came
by transmigration. Randall’s training as a
knocker among the boys in Philadelphia in
early life shows in his conduct after a score
of years of congressional service.
The Street Railroad

Imposition.

To the Editor of the Press:

Speaking for myself and many others
whom 1 iiave heard complain bitterly, I wish
to protest against the Portland Street Railroad Company being allowed to keep their
tracks on Congress street cleared of snow.
When the snow has fallen to the depth it
now has, the clearing it from their tracks, as
have the last three days, virtually spoils
the street for sleighing and jeopardizes pubIn the present condition of
lic safety.
things it is almost impossible for those riding in sleighs to turn out without one or
both runners going inside of the mils, to the
great danger of either breaking the runners
or tipping over the sleigh.
Moreover, the
rails being so very smooth and frosty, horses
slip on them easily to the risk of falling,

they

sustaining

severe

injuries,

or

being fright-

ened into a runaway. Let us hope that this
shameful imposition and source of danger
will not be tolerated another day. If the
city authorities will not protect the citizens,
it is time for citizens to protect themselves.

Citizen.

New Corporations.
The Florida Southern Land and Town Lot
Company has been organized with the following, officers:
President—Robert. J. Edwards.
Treasurer—I.ouis E. Lovejoy.
Directors—Thomas Dana, R. J. Edwards, Louis
E. Lovejoy. Stephen H. Perrv, Charles S. Woodbury.
The Electric Railway Supply Company has
been organized with the following officers:
President—Matthew II. Robinson.
Treasurer—Clarence J. Messer.
Directors—Orlando J. Foster,M. Robinson,John
A. Enos, C. J. Messer, William H. Hall, Albert A.
Messer, Edwin Shapleigh.

organized

with the

following

offi-

ners:
a

Prominent

Election

of

Ohio.

The American Antimony Mining Company

Terrible Accident in

Monument

Officers.

has been

HORRIBLY SCALDED.

the

Association.

Portland

River Head, L. I., Jan. 11.—Schooner
Seabird of Ellsworth, Me., which cleared
from New York for Providence, R. I., January 2, with a cargo of iron went ashore yesterday at Fresh Ponds, six miles from this
village. The captain and crew were saved
by I). H. Corwin,

of

President—Wintlirop W. B. Hammond.
Treasurer—George R. Harrington.
Directors—Wintlirop W. B. Hammond. Roland
H. Hamilton, Herbert M. Con«y7
Capital $600,000; paid in,$600.
IN THE RINKS.
NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.

The following games were played last night iu
the above league, and resulted:
At Boston—Bostons, 8; Haverhllls, 1.
At Cambridge—Cambridge*, 8; Weburus, 1.
At Salem—Salems, 3; AValthains, 0.

ident Brown said that since the report was
written the fund had been raised to $16,000.
H. B. Brown, chairman of the committee
on design being absent, Mr. F. H. Fassett for
that committee, he said that their report
was virtually embodied in that of the execuThe committee on design
tive committee.
had solicited designs from artists of ability,
and had received among others two which
were considered fitted for the Market Square
site. The design submitted by Mr. Clarence
S. Luce, a model of which was exhibited at
the meeting, seem to meet with popular ai>
proval. This monument would have a height
of 56 feet from the street to the top of the
figures, being nearly as tall as the United
States hotel. The enclosure in which the
monument would stand has a frontage of 56
feet, about the breadth of the old City Hall.
This enclosure would be built of granite and
it is intended to have the name of the soldiers and sailors carved inside it. It is intended that this enclosure shall not be open
at all times, but only on public occasions.
The design of Mr. Lunt Thompson has been
favorably received and is of merit. It is 45
feet in height and has no enclosure. A drawing of this design was exhibited. It consists
of a column surmounted by a bronze soldier
and sailor. Mr. Fassett said that the committee had received designs suitable for other locations than Market Square, but none
which
would
be suitable for either of

the promenades.
A description of the design by Mr. Luce
has already been published. It consists of a
shaft rising from the ^enclosure, surrounded
with a battle scene in relief and surmounted
by three bronze figures of heroic size.
Mr. P. H. Brown, of the committee on design read a letter from Mr. Luce in which
the cost of the monument is estimated at $25uoo, $15,000, for granite work and $10,000 for
the bronze figures.
President Brown said that before proceedto the election of officers, the association
would be addressed by several of its members. He said that the associatnn was in a
peculiar position, with the money to erect
the monument, but with no site granted for
it. General Brown then called upon His
Honor the Mayor.
Mayor Deering said that the president was
aware of his position in regard to the site,
and he believed that a majority of the people of the city of Portland demand that that
historic place be set apart for the monument.
The Mayor thought that there would be no
doubt as to the success of another effort to
secure the site by vote of the City Council
and believed the people would vote for it at
the polls, even if such action had no legal
effect. Mayor Deering assured the association
of his hearty co-operation and thought had
there been a public expression of the wish
of the people, the City Council would have
granted the site, notwithstanding the respectable opposition developed at the meeting
last spring. The Mayor trusted that some
active measures would soffit be taken ,by the
association. The Fourth day *of July next
is the centennial anniversary of the town
and Mayor Deering hoped that the work
would begin then, if only by tearing up the
paving in the square.
Judge Enoch Knight was the next to
speak. He said that the fact that this site
was asked for by this large and representative association should be enough to secure
it from the city. The efforts of the committee have been aided by the desire of a large
part of the people to see this spot set apart
for the monument. If this monument was a
mere bit of statuary it could be put in an obscure
place, but here is a public square occupied by a not-beautiful building, and
when the people see the design of this magnificent monument the speaker would feel
aggrieved if they did not readily grant the
site. Judge Knight touched upon the increased value of property by the location of
the monument in this square.
Hon. Henry B. Cleaves said that he had
not taken part in the discussion in regard to
the proposed site, but as a citizen would say
emphatically' that he was favor of Market
Square. The appeal to the people has been
responded to with accustomed liberality by

ing

Pnrtlnn/I

imniilo an/I Ilin fim/le

fnr flip wnrlr

The statutes
have been already collected.
of the State give its cities and towns authority to raise money for the erection of monuments to the memory of its citizen soldiers
and the people of this city will sustain the
committee in their appeal. Maine’s part in
the rebellion was a glorious one. Her sons
died for their country and there was sorrow
for them among those who staid at home.
Twenty years later the Association is seek
ing a site for its monument, and the speaker
did not believe that the site would be refused. Mr. Cleaves referred to the objections made to the granting of the site, and
said that objection onlhistoric grounds should
be forgotten when it is remembered that
were it not for the
bravery of the sailors and
soldiers the historic value of the square
would be lost by the division of the country.
He thought that the improvement of property in the vicinity would more than offset
any pecuniary loss to the city. It is thought
best to put the monument where it will be
most seen
by the people and the citizens of
Portland, who sustained the soldiers in the
held, will not hesitate to pay this last act of
gratitude to the men who went into the war
and did not live to see the North victorious.
The business men and tax payers will sustain the Association, and also' the mass of
the people, the men of moderate means, the
laboring men, the young men upon whom
will soon rest the responsibility of maintain-

ing the government.
Hon. Wilbur F. Lunt was next called upon and was referred to by the president us
one who was yet young but a veteran of the
war.

lie said that he

recognized

he was a vetaround him a generation
of young men who had grown up since the
war.
It is a wonder that no monument has
been raised to the soldiers during all this
time. The speaker had been opposed to that
site selected by the committee.
He had
thought more of pleasant surroundings than
should have been the case considering the
intent of those who are to erect the monument.
Mr. Lunt said that after consultation and reflection he was led to believe that
the committee’s selection was a proper one.
A monument in one of the promenades
would be seen by people approaching the
city, but seldom by those who are to be constantly reminded of the heroism of the war.
A monument in Market square could be
also from acts
easily protected from fire and
Mr. Lunt then said that he
of vandalism.
was glad that the monument could be erectThe
ed where he could see it every day.
matter of expense should not be allowed to
interfere with the choice of a site when it is
remembered that this monument will stand
for future generations. Many of our soldiers
fought for fame rather than material reward, and when the time comes in which the
young men should be again called to take the
field such monuments will serve as incentives to deeds of valor and bravery.
Such a
monument would be a good investment from
a monetary and patriotic
point of view.
Dr. Gordon was called upon and said that
perhaps he had already talked enough for
the good of the association.
He had been in
favor of pushing the petition before the citythat
if forced to a
and
believed
government,
vote the council would hnve voted In favor
of the site.
Inquiries among the people
showsd their desire to see the monument in
eran

when he

saw

THREE

PRICE

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.

Inaugural

Seabird of

ble to get off. Corwin lost no time in getting
out his boat and rowing to the vessel which
made in favor of sugar in hogsheads, or
was covered with ice from keel to topmast,
other cooperage packages, which it is hoped the sails were frozen stiff and immense iciwill lead to their use, thereby benefitting the
cles were hanging from the rigging. When
cooperage interest. The same result would
he reached her he found Captain Haskell
also be reached by reducing the tax on sugar
and the crew of four men lying exhausted
in hogsheads or other cooperage vessels or
and almost frozen to death in the cabin. He
by the imposition of some such tax as is now assisted them into his boat and rowed them
imposed by the Spanish government on ashore and then conveyed them to his offing.
American imports to the Spanish Islands.
They were half starved and ate plentifully
A bill was also introduced by Mr. Boutelle,
of the good things set before them. Capt.
to establish a lighthouse at Lubec Narrows
Haskell gives the following story of the disand Mistake Island, the west entrance of the
aster and its causes. He said :
Bay of Fundy.
"We left Jersey Oitv for Providence Thursday,
and made good sailing until when off Nortbpor
Mr. Milliken introduced a bill to establish
when we encountered a terrible snow
Saturday,
lighthouses on Green Islands and Great ‘storm, the wind blowing a hurricane and we
could not tell where we were heading. The sea
Duck Island.
wa higli and huge waves washed over our decks
It is understood here that Civil Service
carrying away our yawl and one of the hatches.
Then we found the vessel had sprung a leak and
Commissioner Eaton has expressed his opiniron overboard, and
we threw about 40 tons of
ion that the action of General Anderson in
cast two anchors, but both chains parted after a
few hours and wo were driven ashore, but too far
the matter of appointmentsjof inspectors for
from drv land to reach it without a boat and as
the winter service was not in contravention
ours bail been lost we were helpless freezing and
his
course
and
that
starving until the good farmer Corwin came to
of the civil service laws
our rescue.
was liberal and fair.
The Seabird will he a total loss. The spot
For Relief of American Shipping.
where the veseel lies is one of the least freWashington, Jan. 11.—Senator Frye has quented on the sound coast of Long, and hut
introduced a bill for the relief of the Amerfor Corwin’s timely appearance, the captain
ican merchant marine. It repeals the statand crew would certainly have died of exutes requiring the payment of fees for marine documents, certificates, inspection, etc.,
posure and exhaustion.
whose
and provides that the collectors,
duty

....

MAINE.

Happy Prospects for

present duty, he said, sugar is mostly imported in bags because they are the cheapest
mode of conveyance.
This practice is a
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[Special to the Press.]
Washington, Jan. 11.—Mr. Reed today
introduced a bill adding a quarter of a cent
on a pound to the tax on sugar imported in
bags, his object being to bring before the
House the cooperage question.
Under the
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METEOROLOGICAL BKPOUT.
(Jan. 11, 1880, 10.00 P. M.)

Has had thirty-five years’ experience
LET-Second lioor of building Nos. 31 and
33 Pearl street, GDxIO. light on 3 sides, elevator and steam heat and power if desired; also
third floor, (15x50. will be ready March 1st,
i-tf
MEGQU1ER & JONES, No. 320 Fore St.
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Clear Idealdaily liar. ..29.880 Maximum ther ...13.6
Minimum |ther....-2.4
daily tlier.. 3.5
Max.vel.wind— 9 W
daily d’w pt. 0.8
Total precip. 00
daily hum. .82.5

Weather..
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TO

Indications for New England today are
fair weather, nearly stationary temperature,
except in the extreme northeastern portions,
slightly colder, higher barometer, westerly

Velocity... |5

MAINE,

OF

Milliken

and

great detriment to the cooperage industry,
and by placing this additional tax on sugar
imported in bags a discrimination will be

478 1-2 Congress St.,

SAGE OR TO

FOR
Brackett St.,

and corporations in tlie Unitbusiness
Our Detailed Reed States and Provinces.
of
all
ratines In the Reference
basis
the
port.,
Book, available to subscribers at the office, are
fresli and replete with new and valuable statistics and Information.
The Collection Department makes a specialty of collecting Past Due Debts throughout the
United States and Canada. The names of reliable
attorneys furnished the public free of expense.
This is the oldest agency in existence; the
largest in tile world, embracing one hundred
nnd five branch and associate offices; the only
one with two fully equipped offices ill Maine.
Correspondence respecting terms and facilities
respectfully solicited.
address
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WANTEH—Agents

Mr. Reed Introduces a Bill to Aid the

Messrs.

AGENTS WANTEH.

Corset Sale 25 Cts.

W.D. LITTLE &

Cordially Invited to Visit

You are

ALMOST

FROM WASHINGTON.
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CLOAK SALE!
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Market square, and in the speaker’s opinion
a vote by the people would nave a good ef*
feet. If need lie the
question can be taken
into polities, and the fight in the next municipal election can be made on this question.
Dr. Gordon believed that the legal voters

would vote in favor of this site.
Let us say
to the city council there is a power behind
which
will
make
you
you do this thing or
drive you out.
Let us say to them, act individually and upon the evidence and the
The people are
people will support you.
tired of this delay. They have given 810,000
and are asking why the committee has not
You see what lias been done,
done more.
Now some defand it has been hard work.
inite place of action is wanted.
Mr. Thomas Shaw expressed himself In
favor of the site in Market Square.
On motion of Mr. Strickland a committee
of three was appointed by the chair to nominate officers. As that committee the chair
appointed Messrs. Strickland. Geo. E. Brown
and L. M. Cousens.
President Brown said that it seemed to
him to be well that a vote in reference to the
recommendations of the committee in regard
to the site lie passed and placed upon record.
The committee on nomination reported
the following list of officers, and it was
voted that the secretary cast the vote of tins
association for them:
President—John M. Brown.
Vice Presidents—Seth E. Gordon, W. S. Dana,
H. S. Melelicr.
Recording Secretary—Chas. W. Roberts.

Corresponding Secretary—John
Treasurer—11. W. Hersey.

H.

Fogg.

Finance Committee—W. H. Green, 0. P. Mattocks, Chas. H. Boyd.
Committee on Design—H, B. Brown, H. W.
Richardson, P. H. Brown. F. II. Fassett, J. P.
Baxter.
Mr. John II. Fogg thought it advisable t<»
take the vote recommended by the President
and moved that all those in favor of this
selection of Market Square as the site of the
monument rise. The vote was nearly unanimous, only two rising in opposition.
Mr. Chas. Somerby, who voted no, was
not afraid to be in a minority and said that
he thought some quieter spot for the monument would be pleasanter than Market
Square, and voted as lie did for this reason.
Mr. W. II. Soule moved that the City
Government be requested to provide at the
various polling places in the next municipal
election yes and no votes on this question
and the wardens be requested to instruct the
voters ai to the intent of the vote. Mayor
Deering offered an amendment that the
wardens instruct the voters by advertising
or in other ways, that voting the “yes
ticket meant that the monument be erected
in the square, voting the “no” that it be not
_4-...1 *• 1'PI,
.1_*__
and the motion passed
Mr. W. S. liana questioned whether the
members of the City Government would
take this requested action and hoped that
the association would not fail to push the
project on this account.'
It was moved and voted that the executive
committee be requested and instructed to
carry out the vote of the association.
The President thanked the members for
their confidence as expressed by his reelection and said that he hoped to see th*
monument erected.
The meeting then adjourned.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
EASTERN RAILROAD.

The following are the full particulars of
the adjourned meeting of the certificate holders of the Eastern Kailroad Company which
was held at the Causeway street station,
Boston, on Saturday. Mr. Orville I). Baker,
who was chosen Chairman after Mr. Phillips
had declared the annual meeting of certificate holders adjourned December !), called
the meeting to order and noted the absence
Mr. Edward Leslie was
of tiie Trustees.
Messrs.
then chosen temporary secretary.
Henry D. Hyde, Win. B. Lawrence and A.
H. Evans were appointed a committee to
and report the result of the balloting
for certificate holders’ Directors held in December. The committee reported that the
whole, number of votes cast was 14,000, of
which 685 were cast by the trustees of the

verify

Eastern Kailroad on certificates tielonging to
the sinking fund, and 483 were cast by YY’m^
P. Blake on a proxy for Harvard College,

which was signed by President Eliot for the
President and Fellows. These 1168 votes
should be rejected as having been illegally
cast, for the reason that the trustees had no
authority to yote on said votes and Mr.
Blake had no authority to vote on the proxy
of Harvard College, which was not signed by
the treasurer. This would leave the wholo
number of votes 13,432, which were cast as
follows: Richard Olney, 13,432; Samuel C.
Lawrence. 7.194; X. J. Bradlee, 7,194; Geo. C.
Lord, 7,194* Frank Jones, 7,057; Arthur
Bewail, 6.924; Jacob C. Rogers, 6,238; Chas.
J. Morrill, 6,518; E. \Yr. Hooper, 6,228, Geo.
E. B. Jackson, 6,389; John Cummings, 6,238.
The report was accepted and adopted, and
the first six names declared elected.
On motion of Mr. E. P. Burnham the following resolution was adopted: That in the
opinion of this meeting/ the attempt of the
trustees to control the affairs of the corporation and to elect a majority of the board of
directors by personal solicitations, by newspaper appeals and by circulars misleading in
their illeged statement of facts and imputing
without foundation, unworthy motives to
the directors, is not only improper and illegal in itself, out is to be depreciated as seriously prejudicing both the Eastern Railroad
company and the interests of the very large

number of persons who hold its certificate*
of indebtedness as a safe and legitimate investment for trust funds.
The following resolution, offered by Mr.
YY’m. B. Lawrence, was adopted:
of
annual
the
Whereas, the
meeting
certificate holders of the Eastern Kailroad was
held December ‘J, 1885, over which Willard P.
Phillips, trustee, presided.
Resolved by the bondholders at this, their adjourned meeting, held January' 0,1880, that the
conduct of the presiding officer of the annual
meeting in refusing to entertain a motion to verify
the declared result of the ballot, a motion to adjourn the meeting to a fixed day, and other good
and proper motions, as well as In declaring the
meeting dissolved before its business was finished—thus utterly ignoring the expressed wishes of
the bondholders, and seeking to deprive them of
their rights—deserves and receives the severest
condemnation of this meeting.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to Willard 1*. Phillips by the secretary, with
the reouest of the bondholders that he resign his
which he has so signally failed to comprehend.
The meeting of certificate holders then ad-

journed.

At noon the meeting of stockholders called
for that hour was called to order by President Arthur Sewall. On motion of Mr. Braman the meeting was adjourued to March 31
at 11 a. m.
It was stated after the meetings that there
were represented about $4,000,000 of certificates and 30,0000 shares of stock.
NOTES.

The bridge which was carried away at
Fredericton Junction on the line of the New
Brunswick Railway last week was only the
temporary structure nut in there for use until tlie steel bridge which had been ordered
for the place arrived.
Another temporary

bridge much more solidly fixed on the abut
ments was at once put on after the other was
carried away and trains passed over it for
the first time Friday night. The steel for the
new bridge which will he 155 feet long has
already arrived.

Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers ot real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds;

Urldgton—George

Shine, land.

W.

Newcomb

Juslma

to

$150.

Martha A. Thorn and others to Joshua Stone,
land aud buildings. S200.
Joshua Stone to George W. Newcomb, land.
$250.
THE STATE.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Pansies in full bloom were picked in lteadtleld
last week.
The opening of the new building of the Industrial School at Hallowed 'akes place Wednesday,
the 13tli. The exercises appropriate to the occasion will commence at 10.30 in the morning, and
will consist of singing and scripture recitatiuus
by the scholars and addresses by others. The
exercises will be open to the public.
The Maine Central Railroad is negotiating for
the purchase of a large gravel bed situated a short
distance from the Belgrade depot. The gravel 13
pronounced to be of extra quality.
An expert arrived from Boston in Gardiner Saturday morning, relative to blowing up the ice In
the Kennebec river with dynamite, lie said that
with plenty of men he would guarantee to blow
it into atoms the whole length of the river In one
but he would not guarantee to clear the river
day,
of ice, .as that was impossible.
He was told by a
prominent lee dealer that there were probably
o,000 men along the river who would willingly
work for nothing to clear the river of its obstruc-

tion.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The senior class of the Dexter High School wilt
soon Issue a school napcr of eight three-column
pages.
Mr. Charles I). Jameson, chief engineer of the
New Brunswick Railway, has been seriously ill at
the Bangor House for two weeks past but is now
much Improved.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

III
Major Isaac Bletlien of Dover, who has been Is
along period is gradually failing and It
thought that he can live but a short time.
Mr. George Knowles lost a pair of horses at the
Iron Works at Milo recently, while engaged In
the
hauling ore to the furnace. They were on
bridge leading to the roasting furnace.when steam
was let off from a pipe below. This frightened the
horses and they backed off the bridge, falling
for

about thirty feet with the sled attached to them;
one broke Ills neck and died instantly ; the other
In a few
was so severely injured that lie died

days.

IN GENERAL.

The sleighing on all the country roads is exthere are huge
tremely hard. In some places
distance the

drifts, and then for

a

long

general thing the wheeling
than the sleighing.
bare.
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NOTHING DEMOCRATIC ABOUT THE INDIAN.

TUBSDAY MORNING, JANUARY

12.

Wt do not read anonymous letters and couununcatlons. The name and address of the writer are
for pubu all eases Indispensable, not necessarily
licatlou but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used._

Congressman Reed yesterday introduced

The woodman now plies his axe in the
Maine forest with renewed energy. The
snow came none too soon.

President Cleveland will be glad to know
that the spoilsmen
and well meaning.
If “Old

him as honest

regard

Hickory” had been alive

and taken

in those

Jacksonian banquets Friday, esone at Boston, how lie would
have blushed for the Democracy of to-day!

pecially the

The Mormons have a powerful lobby at
work in Washington and will endeavor to defeat the passage of the Edmunds hill in the
House. It looks now, however, to good
judges as though the bill would pass.
The Boston Advertiser is no longer a Mugwump organ. On Saturday it passed into the
management of the new directory which is
composed of staunch and well known Repub-

licans.

surprised that the MugSpringfield Republican should allow

We are somewhat

wump
its Washington correspondent to say that
“the Republican side of the Senate contains
the brightest set of men in public life, and
spurs won there mean

something.”

The New York Sun is constrained to say
that when Chairman Brown addressed to
one of his new Democratic postmasters the
letter suggesting that a “small sum” might
be sent “to help defray the expenses of
attending to our Maine matters,” “he was
guilty of something worse than indiscretion.”
It seems that Senator Hoar was misunderstood’ He did not say in explanation of his
vote on the Utah bill that had his vote been
necessary to pass it, he should have voted in
tiie affirmative. What he did say was that
he approved of everything in the bill except
the clause disfranchising women, and that if
his vote had been necessary

to

its

passage

the fact would have put upon him a responsibility which, as things were, he didn’t feel.
Gov. Curtin is still unreconciled over his
deposal from the chairmanship of tiie committee on foreign affairs, and threatens to
decline the place assigned him at the head
of the committee on hanking. The Governor
has a genuine grievance, for he is one of tiie
best informed members of the House, and
the man preferred to him was selected chiefly
iu

uuuviuau;

telling

hid xamci

a

u*e

*-'

storms.

The President pronounces the rumor that
Gen. Crook was to be removed from his command for his failure to capture the ma-

Gen.
rauding Apaches entirely groundless.
Sheridan says substantially the same thing.
Gen. Crook has been one of the most successful of our army officers in dealing with the
and to remove him because of a failure to catch a dozen Apaches, roaming a
country of vast extent and abounding in secure hiding places would be rank injhstice.
If anybody can catch the Apaches Gen.

Indians,

Grook undoubtedly can.

It would have been a good tiling had the
meteorological committee of the Board of
Trade suggested that the red flag with the
black centre piece be hauled down more
promptly after a storm is over. Sunday
there was no storm and no signs of a storm,
still the flag was flying all day. It is the
prevailing impression that the signal service
at this port for the past year has been of

very much less benefit than heretofore. The
fault does not lie with the officers of the
service here, they simply follow the orders
they receive from Washington in the display
The central bureau seems to
of signals.
have lost its art.

for United States Senator begins
The proin the Ohio Legislature to-day.
ceeding will be watched with intense inter-

Balloting

est by the whole

country.

The

Republican

candidate, nominated without a dissenting
voice, is John Sherman. The Democrats have
no candidate in particular, but are willing to
vote for

anybody apparently,

but Mr. Sher-

Their cry is “Anybody to beat Sherman,” and their energies have all been bent
to securing his defeat. The Republicans have
two majority on joint ballot, and if Mr. Sherman is not elected that of itself will be reman.

garded all over the country as proof positive
that some Republican has sold out for hard
cash.
__

All things considered Market Square is undoubtedly the most appropriate site the city
affords for a soldiers’ monument. There are
very strong objections to placing it on either
of the promenades or on Lincoln Park, The

only objection against the Square which is
entitled to much consideration is that the
placing of the monument there will require
the demolition of the old town hall, thus
depriving the city of a considerable revenue
that it cannot afford to lose in the present
condition of its finances. It seems reasonable to suppose, however, that the erection
of a handsome monument there will be followed in the near future by the demolition of
the old buildings in that vicinity and the
erection of new and more costly structures
which will more than compensate by increase in taxation for the loss of rental on
the old town hall. The matter of a soldiers’ monument is one in which all our citizens feel a deep interest and the idea of giving them an opportunity at the polls to express their opinion as to the proper site is a

good one._
QUESTION.
the question of home rule

A PERPLEXINC

Agitation

on

SPEAKER CARLISLE AND THE GODS.

IJorth

for

American.

ture reference.
HE

ISN’T

BIG ENOUGH.

Kansas City Journal.
Vest isn’t a big enough man to throw himself in the way of Dakota. She will walk
right over him, and find him no more of a
stumbling block than a buffalo chip on her
own

broad prairies.

OPPORTUNITY FOR INVESTIGATION.
Troy Times.
When the sum of §7,000 is offered for the
vote of a senator in the organization of the
Senate, it is high time the source from which
the money comes should be stripped of its pecuniary resources, so far ns official emoluments are concerned.
AN

SATURN IN A BAD WAY.

strongly suspected

It is

that the

present

administration of the planet Saturn is Democratic. The astronomers report that the
planet is now in such a position that the
rings are distinctly seen, and moreover, that

they

are

REPUBLICAN

THE SPOILSMAN S WAIL.

Washington Corr. Boston Transcript.
Congressman Eustace of West Virginia
made a speech before the Virginia Democratic Association of this city last night, that
ov»*unv»vu

HUUUJ.

He attacked the administration all along the
line, and claimed that the party had been betrayed by those it had elevated. He said the
battle cry was “Turn the rascals out,” but instead of that, they had been promoted. He
said that cixil service was all bosh, and a
sham. He believed that the President was
honest and meant to do right, but he was
making a mistake, a sad mistake, which if
not corrected soon would break up the Democratic party. He said that of all the offices
under the government two-sevenths were in
the hands of the Democrats and five-sevenths
in possession of those that opposed the Democrats. He said he would be heard from in
Congress. His speech was applauded and
he was elected a member of the association.

Reasons for Being

a

Churchman.

Ad-

English-speaking Christians of
every name. By the Rev. Arthur Wilde Little, M. A., rector of the St. Paul’s church,
Portland, Maine. The Young Churchman
Company. Milwaukee, Wis. Price $1.00, postage 10 cts extra. (Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon and Hoyt, Fogg & Donliam.) Our
fellow citizen, the Rector of St. Paul’s Church,
has written a book of 266 pages, dedicated to
the “Communicants of the Church” in his
Whatever be our denominaown parish.
tional affiliations, we all recognize the importance of the claims put fortli by the AngloCatholic or Episcopal Church. This Church in
the British Empire and the United States
numbers jrbout 225 bishops, 30,000 priests and
Its historic consome 25,000,000 adherents.
tinuity which links it with the Apostolic
Church, its mingled conservatism and progressiveness, its orthodoxy, and its many
charities give it an honorable position even
in the eyes of those who strongly dissent
from its jurisdiction. In this volume the author states the “reasons,” as he conceives

them, why English-speaking Christians
should belong to the old English Church rather than to the Roman Church or any of the
Protestant Churches. The publishers have
done their work well, and the result is a volume of which any author may well have reason to be proud.
Paper, binding, printing,
everything of the best quality and in the
best of style. Of the matter of the book itself
it is perhaps enough to say, first, that it fills
Its
a long vacant place in Church literature.
two purposes of strengthening and proving,
or of information and argument, supply a series of bulwarks, behind which any soldier
of the Church may find shelter and the mu-

nitions of war.
The scope of the book is wide and comprehensive. In unmistakable terms the real
question at issue is stated. And it needs to
be stated emphatically and plainly for the
benefit of a great class of Churchmen.
The historical sections of the book are accurately and well wrought. The historical
basis of the Anglican Episcopate, and the

historical refutation of the Italian claims are
strongly stated. In doctrinal discussion Mr.
Little makes no especial claim, but without
any studied profundity, he is both reverent
and lucid in his presentation of the doctrines
In his reasoning the
of the Incarnation.
Church, indwelt of the Spirit of God, is the
continued Incarnation, where in Holy Eucharist there is still Immanuel, God with us.

the facts of

Holy Scripture

ry.

him to enable him to trithe solid opposition of the Tories.
The idea of home rule makes but slow progress in the Liberal ranks, and the few Liberals that have publicly given in their adhesion to it, have done so with a great many
reservations. Mr. John Morley, the latest

support

convert, wants a guarantee that the property of the Irish landlords shall not be confiscated by the tenants. He admits that the
experiment is extremely hazardous, but
thinks the only alternative is government by
the sword. The subject is one surrounded
by difficulties that are enormous, and if Mr.
Gladstone succeeds in discovering a solution
that shall at once be acceptable to the Parnellites and a majority of his own party it
will be the crowning achievement of a long
life which lias been filled up with triumphs
over obstacles which oftentimes appeared

insuperable.

v
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DRESS GOODS!

janll

The most astonishing bargains ever shown the Ladies of Maine.
An opportunity to buy choice dress Goods at half their actual value
was never presented before.
We will sell on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, January 12th,
13tli and 14th, 11,000 yards of new and desirable Fine French Dress
Goods in Black and Colors, bought of an importer at a great sacrifice,
especially for this sale.

1.00
1.25

11

“

“

11

“

“

House* Built for 9400 to $1200,
be rented at a good per cent, on cost! Designs
and specifications furnished free. Good schools,
church, sanitarium and hotels, railroad, stores
and best society, within 48 hours of Boston. Everything guaranteed by responsible parties! Best
place in the world for winter or permanent homes
and for invalids!
Board from $4.60 to $7 per week and upwards.
Now or never if you wish to secure comfortable
homes in the land of perpetual, comfortable sumLands may be bought
mer, at reasonable prices.
on the instalment plan.
Lands from $16 to $100 per acre. House lots
from $10 to $300 each.
The good lands like ours on which vegetables
can be raised the first year are Exceedingly
Scarce In Florida, and are rapidly advancing in
value.
can

the Maine Central

J. M. DYER & CO.,

N. E. REFERENCES WHO HAVE VISITED AND IN
VESTED IN BELLEVIEW.

Gen. J. L. Chamberlain, Brunswick, Me.
8. H. Mayo, 121 Fulton 8t„ Boston, Mass.
Prof.G. G. Bush, 00 Pleasant St., Dorchester,
Mass.
Rev. L. H. Hallock, 62 Neal St., Portland, Me.
Rev. I. D. Stewart, Dover, N. H., and others.
For pictorial pamphlets, maps and full particu-

Jan9

lars, apply

GRANDMOTHER« ALL

to

W. D. LITTLE & GO., Agents,
31 Exchange St,

dec22

It will well repay anyone to look into the window of

A HAPPY

THE

our

LADIES’ FURS,

THE GREATEST AND BEST IN THE WORLD.

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

Assets $106,000,000.00,
Paying the Largest Dividends and affording
the most Perfect Security and the Least Expense. During the past forty years experience
and during the past year multitudes have been
made happy and none unhappy by the forecast
of the husband, wife, father or son for the family,
or by anEnduwment Payable to Themselves
During Lifetime, at a given age.
EVERY YOUNG RAN wanting the means
of credit cannot do better than to put himself in
possession of a document as good as a Government Bond. He will then have cause to be happy
and will never regret it, as no one having done so
has had occasion to regret or complain of the results of so wise a forecast, in such a company. For
more full information and for documents apply to

CAPS.

Imported
Gents’ Fur Caps $1.00.
We beat them all on low prices.
Scotch Caps 50 cents. Boys’Winter Cops 20 cents. Men’s Winter Caps
25 cents. Men’s Soft Hats 50 cents. Boys’ Wool Hats 40 cents.

ROBES.
Wolf Robes $4.50.

Black Bobes $9.00. Buffalo Robes $0.00.
Robes $12.00.

Coon

TRUNKS and BAGS.
We sell

a

Zinc Trunk for $2.00.
W e sell
Good Trunk for $1.00.
We are Agents for the Patent Wood T runks.
a

Cents’ Furnishings!
I have

Anthem

Portland, consisting of

C O E,
7

jan2

Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Gloves, Silk
Handkerchiefs, Mufflers, &c., &c.,
197 Middle St.
__eodtf

AT

THE

FRED

R.

NEW

L. A. CRAY, A. M.,

Principal, Portland,

Me.

eod3t

jan9

Books,_

__

New Cantatas for Choirs and Societies.
Christoforus. Legend, Rheinber$1.00, $9.00 doz.
ger,
Fall of Jerusalem. Parkhurst, 1.00, 9 00
Gaul,
1.00, 9.00
Holy City.
91st Psalm. Ballard.
.60, 5.40
Out of the Depths. Darling,
.32, 2.88
Rebecca. Hodges,
.66, 6.00
Ruth and Boaz. Andrews,
.65, 6.00
Herbert and Elsa. Thayer,
.75, 6.72
Heroes of ’76. Trowbridge,
1.00, 9.00
Specimen copies of any of these books mailed,
post-free, for the retail price.
OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.

STORE

FARRINGTON,

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,
Tills institution offers superior facilities for preparing young men and ladies for the counting room
and business pursuits. Terms are very reasonable, in fact never so low as at present, wliile the
advantages offered have never been equaled.
Tlie public arc cordially invited to call and examine our new rooms and our manner of doing business.
Catalogues free. Any further information cheerfully furnished.

STOCKS.

correspondents.

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,
Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on commission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore
Exchanges.
Stocks purchased forCash or carried on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.
Members of new York and Boston Stock Exa

changes.
The quotations and the current stock news of
the day will be bulletined at the office of Messrs.
Woodbury & Moulton.
Cor. middle nod Exchange 8t».

RICHARDSON, HILL & C0„
Mass.

polldtf_
BONDS!
6s & 4s
Bath.
Maine Central.. 7s & 6s
P. & O. B. B.• •-6s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
104 minnl.E STREET, Portland.
January 1.1*84,

No.

_laDldtf

STYEE

PIANO

FORTES

dec26__eod&w2w
GRATEFUL—COR PORTING.

208 Middle Street,
dec!2

OPEN

■

Portland.

EVENINGS.

EPPS’S COCOA.

BREAKFAST.
"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which governs the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of suen
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point.
We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
blood
a
and
pure
properly nourished frame.”Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers; labelled thus;

eodtf

Piano Fortes of the very best make, the Hallct
new style upright piano, Stelnwav & Sou
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Plano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS,
octaOdtf
T14ya Exchange 8t., Portland.
& Davis

Second Social

Assembly

A

good

few

a

days only

EPPS

to close.

CO.,

A

Lon dan, Eng.

STu&wly

delivered in 5 gallon demijohns.

cap for 50 cents.

—

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

L. 1). WELLS,

IN GILBERT’S HALL,
EVENING, JANUARY

We shall sell the balance of our Fur
less than cost.

SOMERS,

MERRY, THE"HATTER,

Caps

TICKETS SO GTS., ADMITTING GENT AND LADIES.
Par Male at the Door.

Committee reserve the right to reject objectionable parties.
janlld2t

IVANHOE

LOOK !
Having a very large stock of
woolens on hand which we are desirous of reducing as much as possible during the next two months,
we shall make such a reduction in
prices as will insure a speedy sale.
Please give us a call while the selection is complete.

,

PRACTICAL MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL HATTER,

253 MIDDLE
jan9

ST., DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS ST.

CORNISH

eodtf

Portland, .Jan. 1,1886.

eodtf

K.. of F.

5th

ANNIVERSARY
—

I

CHOICE CHRISTMAS RIFTS.
Art Pottery, Fine

Paintings, etc.

CHARLES W. CODDARD
lias removed Ids law office to

Davis’ New Block, Corner of Congress
and Exchange Streets.
dlWteodSw
de«i6

Etchings, Engravings,

CYRUS T\
610
del7

CONGRESS

DAVIS,

STREET.

eodtt

j

IS THE BEST.

Aik Toor Grow for it. Take No Other.
d«CS

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
< 'otton and other merchandise in the
j ’ortland Sugar House.
Warehouse reelpts given. Otis Brothers elevator,
iowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. 8. DOUOLASS, Agent,

Mm

I

j

Ivieatr

Ha. 999 (omnurtlol Street.

AT

—

Castle Hall, Tuesday Eve., Jan. 12.
Chandler’s Orchestra.
Messrs. Mhaw and Thurston.
Mrs. Morrison aud Miss Brown.

Misses May Carle and Lucy V. Gankin,
Readers.
Prof, and Mrs. H. Kotzschmnr, Piano Duet.

13th

Stockbndge.

City Hall, Wednesday Evening,
Jan. 13th.

Grand Coucert by the BOSTON

SYMPHONY
Orchestra!
60— MUSICIMS —60
Miss Olga Von Rndrrki and Mm Mary E.
O’Brion.Pianists, who will perform on two Grand

Pianos with the Orchestra. Mr. Wilhelm Oericke. Conductor.
Evening Ticket. $1.00) now on sale at
Stoekbridge’s Music Store.
Note—This concert will commence at 8 o’clock,
and, to avoid any disturbance by late comers, the
doors will be kept closed (luring the performance
of any movement.
Half fare on M. C. E. R„ P. & O. E. B. Late
train on G. T. K. E.
jan7dlw

NINTH Y. M. C. A.
City Hall, Thnrwday Evening, Jaa. 14*

WEBER CLUB
—ASSISTED BY-t
Mrs.

Jennie King Tlorrisen,Contralto, Him
lizzie Brown, Soprano.

READINGS by MR. M. DENNETT,
of

v

Lewi.ton.

Reserved Seats 35 cts.
Ey~Adinisston 25 cts.
Reserved Seats to members 26 cts. Reserved Scats
sale at Stockbrldge’s.
janbdtd

now on

ART
Inthe Netherlands.
—

SECOND LECTURE IN THE

—

Dickinson Illustrated Lecture Course,
CITY HALL,
FRIDAY

EVE1YHYG, JAN.

15th.

Evening tickets,.’33 cts.,for sale atStockbridge's.
Tickets for remaining three lectures, 75 cents,
including seat.
janlldSt

Bijon Skating Parlor,

Federal Street.
Evening Admission)

Gents.15 centsI
8kates. 10 cent*.
Ladies.10
Afternoon Admission:
Gents.10 cents 1
Ladies.Free
I Skates.-.10 cents.

cents}

P. S.—Polo and ail Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.
declOdtf
C. H. KNOWLTON. Mana gsr.

NOTICE!

On and after November 1st, 1885,

prices

PANELS

will be for

$5.50 PER DOZ.
*6.00 PER DOZ.

wisMng work made at present rates,
.vA1Ii?ers.?,?s
should
call tn now, as after the above date the
prices will positively be as here mentioned.
We would also cal! the attention of the
public to
TIXB KATES, by which families with
2?r,
their friends, by a little exertion in getting a number to set, can then contract for. and secure the
of SPECIAL PRICES for their
portraits.
We assert that we make no difference
whatever between the QUALITY of such Contract or Club Photographs and our regular work,
for which we receive more, but in all cases endeavor to have it
thoroughly EIKST-CLASS in every sense, and SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
For further particulars about the club
photography, call on or address, for circulars,

JanSeodtf

have moved our office to the new block,
Congress and Brown streets,
the conveniences for doing flrstclass work. We shall continue to do work at our
former low prices, and warrant all
operations to
benrst-class and satisfactory in every particular.
J
We make the
where

jiOOAV

BROS.,

249 Middle St.

REMOVAL.
THE HURON

LODGE,

advantage

WE

LAW NOTICE.

dim*

at

H ATTIE R

12.

music by Chandler.

P. 0. Box 896.

FURCAPS

Wolf Robes $3.50, former price $5.00.
Wolf Robes, plushed lined, $5.00, former
price $7.00.
All of our other grades in the same proportion. We nave some 300 of them
to pick from.
These goods sold at wholesale at an extremely low figure.

janC

—

dccl7

WOLF 10 :$.

in Their Coerse

TUESDAY

our

at less than cost for

O. F.

O.

—WILL GIVE THE—

GREAT SOMERS, IRE HATTER.
MARK DOWN
CABINETS
SCOTCH CAPS
UNDERWOOD SPRING WATER

237 Middle Street.

Q

I-

—BY THE—

Ditson & Co. offer to Choirs, Anthem, Chorus
and Quartet Books unequalled in quality and variety. Send for lists 1 Of the following Anthem
Books, the first three may be called the easiest,
but none are too difficult for ordinary choirs.
Perkins’ Easy Anthems, SI.00 or $9.00 per doz.
1.26 or 12.00
American Anthem Book,
Dressler’s Sacred Select’ns, 1.60 or 13.60
Emerson's B’k of Anthems, 1.26 or 12.00
1.25 or 12.00
Anthem Harp.
Perkins,
1.00 or 9.00
Gem Gleaner. Chadwick,
1.00 or 9.00
I.aus Deo. Henshaw,
&
TrowSantoral. Palmer
1.00 or 9.00
bridge,
1.00 or 9.00
Vox Laudis. Leslie,
book
in
list.
Choir leaders who
Not a poor
the
have used one run no risk in ordering any of the
others.
w

FURNISHINGS

to be found in

The Hatter,

Encampment

CRAND CONCERT

showing the largest stock of

MEN’S

Horse Blankets from 70 cents up.

13.

PORTLAND

At

MEN’S ULSTERS AND OVERCOATS.

A NEW LOT OF TRAVELING BAGS VERY LOW

EVENING, JAN.

Admission 15 cents; with Supper 26 cents.
d3t
jan9

W. D. LITTLE,

got several broken lots of Suits for Men, Youths and Boys,
which I am closing out cheap. Also big drives in

I am also

HALL,

CongrcM and Elm Sts.,

TUESDAY

TO ALL I

NEWJfEAR
of New York,

Stoles
consisting of Beaver Muffs, Beaver Shoulder Capes, Beaver
Otter, Lynx, Black Hare, Black Cony, Coon, Badger,
and everything in the Fur line.

FUR

Cor#

OLD MUTUAL LIFE INS. C0„

Grand-

TEMPLARS’

TICKETM 50 CENTM KACH-For sale
by the committee and at the door on the night of
the entertainment.
janlld2t

One of the elements of happiness may be found in
being in possession of a good policy with the

HATTER,

the mammoth Muffs that |used to be carried by
mothers; also notice the fine display of

dtf

1886.

—

see

—

—AT—

GOOD

such groves, with fertilizers, $176 per year! Busino
ness can never be “overdone,” as Florida has
competitor, and only a small portion even of this
State is adapted to this culture.

the Maine Central front Lewiston, Auburn, Augusta, Bath,
Brunswick and intermediate stations.
On the Portland & Ogdensburg from Bartlett. North Conway, Fryeburg, Brownfield, Hiram, Baidv/in, Steep Falls, Sebago Lake, White

and

AT THE

Reform Club Entertainment

Five Acre* of good {.and net to choice.I
Fruit and fenced fot 9400!
Five Acres of land so rich as not to require fer
tllizers, set to fruit and fenced for $600 to $800.
Similar groves, in five years from the setting, now
yield from $2,000 to $4,000 per annum. Care of

On

,

—

SKATINC PARLOR,
Tuesday Evening:, Jan. 12.

An orange, lemon, lime, fig and guava grove,
with sugar cane, pineapples, bananas, cotton, tobacco. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest
every month in the year), in the lertlle and healthful highlands of Florida. New town, New England colony at Belleview, Marion Co., Florida.

If yon do not need the goods now, it will pay you to bny them for
future use, as they will never be sold at snch low prices again. Ladies
who have attended our former sales know they will find the goods
just as advertised.
Grand excursion at Half Fare, on Tuesday, January 12th, over the
Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg Railroads.

Rock and Intermediate stations.
Horse cars run from the Congress St. Station of
Railroad to our store.

AND

BIJOU
d2t

Profitable and Safe Investments.

37 1-2 cts.
50
75

75 ct. Dress Goods for

—

FLORIDA.

HMMopalhfe Chunbb,

We have established at the offee of our Portland

auspices ol

Admission, gentlemen, 25 cents ladies, 20 cts.
Ladies' skates free. Tickets for sale by members
of both organizations and at the rink.
jan7d3t

mart

Anson.4:8

dtd

SHEPLEY CAMP, NO. 4, SONS OF VETERANS,

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

/ARES

FI8ANCUL.

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s

jan7

—

riotic heart. They are not so strictly local
as is the Triangular Society, but there is a
Tribute to Dr. Le Prolion and a tender ode

Bankers, Boston,

Evening

—AND—

affectionate and pat-

song among them.

The performance to

conclude with the Laughable Musical Sketch, entitled Aa
with Vacle Rasper. Given
in Costume and with Scenery. All tickets reserved
at 25 and 36 cents each.
Sold at Stockbridge’s.

MAINE STATE FIFE. DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS,

_

many of them show

Nightln-

The Black

CONCERT
Goods in every department of our store will be ready for sale at GRAND
8 o’clock on that day, at ASTONISHINGLY LOW PRICES.
SKATING PARTY,

and of histo-

Echoes From the Pines. By Margaret E.
Jordan.
(Portland: McGowan & Young.)
Home talent seems to be blossoming in this
boisterous winter season. The Triangular
Society set all the critics off into loud praise;

position, the Liberals hoping to compel the
government to show its full hand before
they themselves play any of their cards. It
seems to be definitely settled that any meas-

over

S ALE

It is in all a book that will be a trenchant
weapon in the hands of all Churchmen

to St. Dominic’s church. The poet’s countrymen will perhaps be most pleased witli
’Tis no Disgrace to be Irish, which should
be set to music and ought to he a favored

bers will

C R AND

Darky Impersonators.

Hale Quartette.

On WEDNESDAY, Jan. 13th, we shall advertise
Me.
Portland,
Hall,
Army
ANNUAL LINEN AND HOUSEKEEPING SALE.
dtf

“Aunt Dinah” and “Old Shady”, the Aged

Leader. The Cion
Eile,theGreatCampmeeting
The Shoaling Tenor, aud the Students’

MORRISON & CO.,
No. 565 Congress St., Under Grand

The Celebrated J ubileeand Plantation Sing
ere, Including all the famous singers.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

511 COMBESS STREET.

dressed to

are

STUDENTS!

of our cusHaving decided to give away a beautiful Gold Watch, also other Elegant Presents to some
tomers Feb. 1, we offer every lady and gentleman who visits the store before that time a chance to beof
We
do
not require you to buy anything, only call and
charge.
come the posessor of the same free
see our new store and register your name.

PUBLICATIONS.

NEW

NASHVILLE

under the

N. Y. Suu.
M. De Lesseps’s sublime faith in his lucky
star kept him digging away at ouez when
the best engineers in England pronounced
his scheme impracticable, and it is evident
from his recent reports and utterances that
no hostile critcism has shaken his confidence
in flie Panama Canal. He believes he will
push it through, and that the French government which at his invitation is about to inquire into the work done and the prospects,
will be encouraged to support him with all
needful resources until success crowns the
enterprise. This year will probably show
whether the daring scheme is to be brilliantly
realized, or noted in history as a mistake
and a monumental blunder of engineering

w

P

JDL

565 CONGRESS ST.

not observe the emigratinn from the south.
The cause is the same. The want of apt ana
adequate employment for the people.
THE PANAMA CANAL.

llrtO VIV-nvvv.

P

-AT-

Morrison & Go’s New Jewelry Store,

New Orleans Picayune.
We must have that system of mixed industries which, in Europe, assigns to each member of society an apt and adequate means of
gaining a living, and thus subsists such large
aggregations of people on such limited surface. We wonder at the emigration of the
Irish from a land they love so well.

science.

THE ORKiHAI. AND ONLV

jjtBfck

|Ak

PROSPERITY.

scheme, has apparently changed his tactics

umph

Lady’s

HALL,

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 12.

Cold Watch Free!!!

visible on the south side.

PLEADING FOR

and now comes into notice a modest volume
of some fifty short poems by Margaret E.
Jordan of Cape Elizabeth. These verses
breathe a pious and reverential spirit, and

ure which the Tories may propose will not
contain a provision for a Irish Parliament.
The great majority of the Tories are inexorably opposed to any such concession.
Lord Kandolph Churchill, who advocated it
for a time has been convinced that the opposition in his party is too strong and has consequently abandon his efforts in that direction. The Tories are willing to grant a
liberal amount of local control, enough, they
say, to make Ireland as independent as Scotland, but an Irish Parliainen t they will not
assent to. But Mr. Parnell will not be satisfied with any concession short of this, and
undoubtedly when the time comes he will
join his forces with the Liberals to overthrow the present ministry.
But when the Tories are overthrown and
the mantle of Lord Salisbury fall* upon Mr.
Gladstone, and the work of formulating a
scheme for the government of Ireland is
devolved upon him, what then ? Mr. Glad,
stone undoubtedly is in favor of giving Ireland a Parliament, but it is far from certain
that a sufficient number of the Liberal mem-

A

CITY

MORE CHANCE!

j»n4

Springfield Union.

Ireland seems to have subsided considerablv. not nerhans from anv loss of interest in
the subject, but because the public has come
to the conclusion that nothing definite in
the matter is likely to come from the leaders
of any of the parties until the meeting of
Parliament. Mr. Gladstone, who sometime
ago was said to be maturing the details of a
and instead of attacking the government
early in the session will keep quiet until Lord
Salisbury lias fully developed the ministry’s
plan for the government of Ireland. The
fight in Parliament at first will be largely for

ONE

The gods seem to have marked Speaker
Carlisle with their private mark, and for fu-

a

industry.

bill for tiie relief of the cooperage

Baltimore American.
There is one good point about the civilized
Indians that lias been overlooked. They are
not office seekers.

Ati im.wiKvr*.

■muimw.

ItUMCBLLAWItOPtl.

CURRENT COMMENT

corner of
we have all

BEST GUM TEETH FOR

PHOTOGRAPHER
514

Congress

oct21°

Street.
dtf

$10.00,

and warrant a good lit; cheaper quality lor les
money.
Gas for two or more teeth free of charge.

DAS. E. B. & F. W. LOCKWOOD
lan7

DENTISTS.

eodlm

}an7

eodtf

t

!!1I!4CGLL,1 N E© ITS.
Northwestern preferred.
New York Central....
lp4%

THE PRESS.

Rock| Island.128

St.
St.

TUESDAY MORNING, JANUARY 12.

dopref.

artist.”
“Does be affect any particular school of art?
asked the visitor.
t
“He paints religious pictures mostly, I think
Isn’t It a Madonna that George is painting now
Mr. B.?” asked the old lady, turniug toherhus

an

...

b^‘Yes,”

Madonna—i

_

Wkak Back, with a weary aching lament's:
Us<
over the hips, is a sign of diseased kidneys.
Bui
the best kidney curative known, which is
dock Blood Bitters.
A

Oregon Nav.106%
80

Richmond & Danville.
Adams Express.145
American Express.102%
U. 8. Express. 62
Wells. Fargo Express.121
Louisville * Nasn.142%
St Paul & Omaha. 89%

_

The minister had been telling the children tli<
Jaeob and the ladder. Up went a liau<
“If the angels hat
and a little boy inquired;
wings why did they want a ladder?”
the gentlemai
an
for
answer,
Bather perplexed
paused, and then, thinkingto gam time and per
'Veil
said:
children,
you hav«
a good hint:
heard this question; can any of you answer it!
: “l ean
stood
up
saying
A little girl instantly
and didn’t have
sir; the angels were moulting
any feathers."
story of

dopref...191%
.114%
do Land Grants.}p6%

iJllps

_

excruciatI suffered with rheumatism the most
flesh and appetite
ing pain for three months, lost
bottle of Athloand was almost helpless. One
I am
relieved me, and though I am weak
Haven, Mass.

man of SonoTo test his markmanship, a young
fired at a crow. His aim was bad,
the bat
who was passing on the highway received
teeth on il
In her month. She suddenly shut her
was a slight cutting
and held it. Her only
of the lips and the breaking of the enamel of hei
two upper front teeth.

do

Horn Silver.
Caledonia. B. H.
Silver King.
Plutus.
Standard.

case of
Try Garter’s Little Nerve Pills for any
sledplessness, weak stomach, indiThe only
relief is sure.
gestion, dyspepsia, &c.,
In vials
in market.
nerve medicine for the price

at 26 cents.

?od!s

Bodle Coll.
The Navajo Mining Company has levied an assessment of 30 cents $» share.

we&s

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver
Oil With Hypophosphltes/or Pulmonary
Dr. Ira M
Affections atul Scro/ulous Diseases.
Lang, New York, says: “lam greatly pleased
with your Emulsion. Havo found it very serviceaffecable in Scrofulous diseases and Pulmonary
tions.”
_

sich,” said Brothnvm

whn

13(

A

room in his
motto ‘Time is Money,’ lmng in ebery
corn ten days
house. He invariably rushed in his
to
average up things by
too early, an’ den tried
days too late. I once
taters
knowed a man who carried de motto A Penny
an
Saved am a Penny Aimed’ in all his pockets
a dollar in cash to
no pusson eber fonnd him wid
at all
his name. He was all on de save, an nuffln out to
I once knowed a man who aot
on de aim.
time I saw
life wid de motto ‘Excelsior.’ Delas
of
him he was in de poor house. He got so tired
ober
luggiu’ dat motto rouu, dat he couldn t work
in
dan
man
dc
mo’
iu
three days in de week. It’s

plantin’his

twenty

I kill show you forty pusor maxim.
all
sonsin my nayburhood who sot on de fence
summer an’ kept der eyes oa de maxim, Industry
mo’
I kin show yer forty
am de Road to Walth.’
wilfPurwho hang upde motto of ’Providence
If de
vide an’sot down fur Providence to do so.
Providence.
Stiddy
dat’s
a
dollar,
aims
wife
boss
to
wife
work at fair wages, wid a domestic
of us. If
de kitchen am motto an’ maxim fur any
be
to
strive
us
wanted, let
anything furder am
We
an’
honest, truthful, cliaritable
virtuous.,
but
stnvln
we
am
needn’t hang out a sign dat
fireworks to
git dar widout any Fo’th of July
attract."
If you are tired taklug the large old-fasliioued
Liver Pills and
griping pills, try Carter's Little
One

thing.

pill

a

man

**Ar

at Buenos Ayres Dec 10th, brig J
Shute, Portland.

Lane,

H

_

Ar at Pernambuco 20th, sch Edw Stewart, Harlow. Baltimore.
....
Sid Dec 16. barque Formosa, Pierce, New York.
Passed Kinsale 9th inst, barque St James, Cook,
from Liverpool for New York.
Sid fin Melbourne Nov 25, barque John Wooster, Hattscher, Newcastle.

Memoranda.
New
Ship Abner Coburn, (of Bath) Nichols, at
York from iLondon, reports a continuation of
sails.
and
lost
split
strong gales from all points;
8th inst, 2.45 A M, in a strong NE gale and thick
snow storm, struck on the SW Spit, and after
badly
striking four or five times came off leaking
for
Ship Blown Brothers, Goodell from Tacoma
10th
Boston, with spars, put into Sau Francisco
with steering gear damaged.
from Boston for
Barque Paladin, Hastings, Dec
31 at Flores.

on

<jiin ueacn,

ouuuitic,

vui

ui»n, «**«

»

*****

can’t stand every-

dose.

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in can*.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 1G6 Wall St., N.Y.

strength

mar7dly

strengthen the stomach, create an
appetite, and remove the horrible depression and despondency which result from
Indigestion, there is nothing so effective
as Ayer’s Pills. These Pills contain no
calomel or other poisonous drug, act
directly on the digestive and assimilative
organs, and restore health and strength to

ty

ofmlstaklngtheslgnad___________

_

and
Slade’s Epicurean Spices are the largest
best Cultivated Spices powdered, perfectly pure,
been reall dust and other impurities having
mOVed.

_

FINANCIAL ANOCOMMERCIAL

when all other remedies
failed, and their occasional use has kept
me in a healthy condition ever since.”
L. N. Smith, Utica, N. Y., writes: “I
have used Ayer’s Pills, for Liver troubles
and Indigestion, a good many years, and
have always found them prompt and

efficient in their action.” Richard Norris,
Lynn, Mass., writes: “After much suffering, I have been cured of Dyspepsia and
Liver troubles

—

doing.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations for
Flour, Grain. Provisions. &c.:
ness

untiui

High Mixed Coru.60@63
56®60
25®3 50 Corn, bag lots
Meal, bag lots.. 54^65
00®5 25 Oats, car lots... 41ro.42
42®43
Oats, bag lots
Patent Spring
Wheats.3 00@6 25 Cottou Seed,24
00
car lots..
00g26
Mich, straight
do bag-. -2G 00^26 00
roller .5 25@5 oO
2o
Sack’dBi’n
clear do—6 00®5
car lots. .18 O0®19 00
stone ground.4 75 ®5 00
do bag. ..19 00g20 00
St Louis st’gt
00
roller.5 50^6 75 Middlings, 19 50&23 00
do
50
bag lots,20 00®24
clear do—6 25®5

SUlrtld“d3
XX^rSprln<d5

—

—

Pr.ruiMU.
Water Wneat
Patents..... 5 75@6 00 Pork_ ...13
00®13 60
Backs
Pinla.
12 C0®12 76
Clear
Mess.10 60®11 00
25:5,3 50
00
Banks 255,3 50 Mess Beef. 9 6O®10 60
Ex Mess. 10 OQ&IO
00
Plate ....11 00®11 60
Pollock.2 "<>&? ,2“
ExPlate ll 50®12 00
Haddock.1 60
Bara—
Hake.1 76^5 lb, Tubs
t> l?..6%@7c
Herringpierces..,. 694@7 c
Scaled » bx.. 14:518c
No 1.12@15c
c
bbl—
Mackerel
Shore Is. 19 00521 00
Oil.
Shore 2s. 7 00® 8 00
Med. 3s. 5 00® 6 00 Kerosene—
Small.2 76® 3 50 Port. Kef. ret. 7-A
10 V*
Water White
Produce.
13
Pratt’s Ast'l.trbbl.
Cranberries—
13
Brilliant..•
Maine.3 605,4 50 Devoe’s
00
.6
Ligonia.10%
Cod..
50@7
Cape
White.10
Pea Beans...1 76:5,1 85 Silver
Medium—1 75@1 85 Centennial.10%
Raisins.
German indl 65@1 751
50
Yellow Eyes.1 05@1 751 Muscatel.2 5(>@3
37
Irish Potatoes...G0@65 London Lay’r 3 15@3
@12 Va
3 26S3 50 OnduraLay. 12
8t Potatoes
@10Vfc
Onions.3 255,3 60 Valencia.7
Hugnr.
Cabbages.$10®*12
Turkevs.15@1G granulated 4P1 ft.7%
Chickens.12® 15 Extra C.6%
Heeds.
Fowls
.10@12
Ducks.
@16 Red Top.225^?I
10
Geese.
@12 Timothy Seed2 00@2

v-

By Using

reduced in flesh, and very much debilitated. A friend of mine, who had been
similarly afflicted, advised pie to try
Ayer’s Fills. I did so, and with the
happiest results. My food soon ceased to
distress me, my appetite returned, and I
became as strong and well as ever.”

■<V/.0M(‘|lO
HamsV
1IdocovereJ<0'/ssll%
....

Apples.
2 00@2
Nodlieads
—

,,

Clover.lO^tgllc

50
25
25

Cheese.
Vermout —10 @11 Vis
N.Y. factory 10 @HVa
Butter.
Creamery & ft. ..24@25
Gilt Edge Ver....21@23

dling

00@2
Tallman Swts2 00@2
Nol Baldwins
and Greenings
1 25@2 00
Evaporated lb 8@llc Choice.18@20
Snow .2

___

Havana Market.

Florida.4 60@5 00
Erm.
Messina.4 005 4 60
Eastern exlras.27
Malagers.3 00@3 50 Canada
& Western... 2G
Oranges.
Florida.3 76@4 26 Island. •••?!?

Limed.19@22

Foreign Exports.

Railroad Receipts.

_

For sale

CO., Lowell,
by all Druggists.

The

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

are

received

ionddn

Santa Fe Railroad. 95 V,
Atch.', Topeka and
Mexican CentMd 7s........
Flint & Fere Marquette Raihoadpref.
••

•••

•••.

England Railroad.
^38
Belle Telephone.
Eastern Railroad....on'1
Boston & Lowell Railroad.

New York and New

in great variety. We are all through taking stock and believe
than any
we have more bargains to offer to the square inch
other house in the country.

UNITED

HOTEL

STATES

Dr. Wilson’s unprecedented success in curing
legions of difficult, complicated diseases and consumption, after given up
to die by other physicians
many in this city, are liv
ing witnesses. Wo cure
no pay, only for medicine.

He imports and comown curatives
pounds hisand
for speedy
permanent
cures.

He excels in curing consumption, female afflictseminal
debility, diabetls,
scrofula,
ions, syphilis,
nervous prostration, constipation, sleeplessness,
lost
blood,
memory,
palsy, pleurisy,
fluxes,
spitting
stuttering, gravel, piles, cancers, cankers, bad
breath, asthma, catarrh, lungs, heart, liver, kidmade
neys, spleen, diaphragm, and diseases
chronic by malpractice.
ConMiiUntion and Exnmimitliou free
9a. m. to 8 p. m*
Dr. Wilson is the acknowledged phrenological
laureate, his revised chart, just published, excels
In presenting that science in a new light; illustrating the braiu as the index of human events,
mentally and physically, with equal celerity, mentally directs natures abilities for success hi trade,
business or profession. Physically it virifies the
functions of every ache, pain, disease of every organ of the body; also accidents to what extent of
severity, to a degree, if curable or not, in health
the power of development teach physical econoEvery person should
my to preserve the same.
be examined and educated in this science, to
which we owe so much knowledge of humanity.
The charts are elegantly gotten up, represent
ing 574organs diseases,accidents and conditions;
characteristically classified, and contains 54
pages of Instructive reading and medical prescriptions of two schools of practice, comments of the
press, testimonials from eminent people and patients cured by this scientific diagnosis that ask no
Office hours front 9 a. m. to 8 p. m. U. S. HoHotel. Those wishing to learn this science can
do so by studying Dr. W.’s Guide for Physicians.
declSdtf

.JjS

1

ABOUTthe wonderful and miraculous
The unrivalled and peerless medicines.”
And note the following :—
All

cures.

**

DR.

THOMAS’ ECLECTRIC
made the following cures, proof of

proprietors can

furnish

on

which

has
the

application.

Toothache_in

5 minutes

Earache.“

2

Backache.“

2

Lameness.“

2

“

Hours

Coughs.“

minutes

20

“

Hoarseness-.

Bays

1

Hour

Colds.“ 24 Hours
“

12

Beafncss.“

2

Sore Throat.

“

former price $7.00
10 Newmarkets
»
at
former pnee §.7»
15 Newmarkets
at 6.00
former price 9.00
15 Newmarkets
at s.oo
former price 12.00
10 Nice Berlin Twill
will be sold at
We also have several lots too small to advertise that
fane Plush JJarabout one-half their usual price. Wehavea few very
meuts that will he closed at a big discount.

SHORT WRAPS.

out this week at
We have a few of these goods that we shall close
prices less than the material would be worth to make up.
will do well to
Any customer intending to bny a garment this season

call and make

they

are

Bain of Burn..

5 Minutes

Pain of Scald-

“

5

5
at

minutes,
the

“

and

positively

New 4V4s, coup.112S1
New 4s, reg.123V
New 4s, coup.12J6J
Pacific 6s of '95.126
;
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks

-.}*0V.

Chicago A- Alton...--—
.154
Chicago A Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy.138
Erie.
Erie preferred—*..

S?*

Northwestern.1UB

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

12
Abyssinia.New York..Liverpool....Jan
Amcrique.New York..Havre. Jan 13
13
Jan
Janeiro
York..Rio
Advance.New
Bohemia.New York. .Hamburg—Jan 14
Oregon.Portland ...Liverpool—Jan 14
flanbel .New York-Hayti.Jan 14
Brlttanlc.New Yolk..Liverpool... .Jan 14
16
Puerto Rico.New York Havana.Jan 16
Miaaara
.New York Havana.Jan
16
Jan
Aurania ..New York. .Liverpool
pitvof Chicago ..New York..Liverpool.. ...Jan 16
New York Glasgow.Jan 16
Ethiopia'0

7

envelopes, on application, mentioning this
pa per. Sold by all drug[gists. Applied by experts at BATCHELOR’§» Wig Factory,30
East IOth St.,N.Y city,

...

mayio

eodnrmly

■.

New York. .Bremen.Jan 16
New York.. Antwerp ....Jan 16
York..Rotterdam...Jan 16
New
Leerdam V..
v.'v—iJ
..New York -Liverpool—Jan 19
York..Bremen.Jan20
..-New
.V.:.Fulda
..Jan 20
Cauada.New York..Havre.... AcJan
20
Alvo.New York Kingston.
Jan 21
Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool.
Jan
Santiago.New York-Clenfuegos Jan 21
22
Antilles.New York.. Porto Rico..

Donou
Peenland

......

....

Illinois Central.
Lake Shore. 227
Michigan Central. y?7 I
New Jersey Central.- ?q7

ESTABLISHED 1831.
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No disappointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulare
sent postpaid in sealed

■

One Hundred Dollars Reward.
Company

Light
THE
fer# one hundred dollars reward to
shall secure the detection and arrest
Consolidated Electric

of-

anyone
of any
person or persons guilty of maliciously lnterJertag in any way with the Mghts .peles or wires of
d©fi2dt<
said company

STUDLEY,

49© congress
dee29

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

BROTHERS,

HAWKES

DEALERS IN

—

St., cor. Brown.

CARDS.

BUSINESS

—

Granite for Building;, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foo! of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.
Melvin J. Hawkes.

Geo. E. Hawkes,

Special Attention given

declS

to

Cemetery Work.

Mm

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—OF—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
So. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
gy All business relating to Patents promptly
gnTfaithfully executed.iiil2atf

Sign

Warehouse.

nov28___5IL.
PACIFIC MAIL S.

on

the wharves and

Painting

Having liad an experience of over 12 years in
two of tin1 largest cities in Massachusetts, (the
last 7 iu business,) I feel confident in warranting
the bet work tiu«l lowest prices.
1801-3 MIDDLE NT.

dim*

Haskell & Jones,
MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

Clairvoyant

nml

Botanic Physician,

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to: all cases that are given up as incurable
1
by the allopathic and homoepathic physicians.
will take their case to treat and cure them. I And
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination second
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
sight and consultation free.
to
9.
m.
a.
Hour*—9
p. m. novl0d3m
Office

who

THIS
PAPERS
I Ml TC.1 tisiivr Agency of
I
Na Wa AYE»~

*•

SOM*

oar

ftffentf.
authorized M«wxj.

HENRY M. PAYSON,
CHARLES H. PAYSON,
GEORGE F. THURSTON,
GEORGE S. PAYSON.

Portland, Maine, January 1,1886.

Co-Partnership

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

470 CONGRESS ST

LANCASTER BUILDING,

novl2_

MARKS,

W!I. M.

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st. loth and 20thof each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, NewZealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Fassage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the Genesal
Eastern Agents.
E.

A.

A

ADAMS

CO.,

115 Slate Street, Cor. Broad St., Homioii.
fct>8dtf

—

i

AND

b_

firm of Swasey, Jones & Co., is this day
dissolved by mutual constmL

THE

^ ^

L.'FRANK

JONES.

Portland, January 7,1886.

1885-6-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS-1885-6
Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.

31st

1

Rate, of I'axxage :
Cabin.$50 and $80 Return..$60 and $150
..Return $60
intermediate$30
..Return at lowest rates
.$13
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India Street.
dec8dtf
i-7,-TV

■

Sign Painter,

Particular attention given to liepainting ami
Varnishing Carriages.janaodw

IMPOUTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KIND8,

THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOB SALK BY

SON, Importers,
PORTLAND, ME.

Also Goneral Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
MAHKIMON.

Dirigo Mineral

MAINE

Water.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keen the
water cool from 30 to 46 uours; use of cans free

gallon

10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
je23

I

■■

■

iniernanonai
—

FOK

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B„ HALIFAX, N. S.
AND

—

ALL

PARTS OF

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAK, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

i

LISE.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY S SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
From Long Wharf, Boston. 3
From Pine Street Wharf,
m.

Philadelphia,

X

at 10

a. m.

one-half the rate of
^'sailing vessel.
Penn. R. R., and
the
West
bv
for
the
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip SIS.
Parangc *10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. R. SAMPSON, Agent,
VO Long Wharf, Ronton.
31dtf
►

in Effect Oct.

12,1885.

ton.

Stage connections daily with passenger train St
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
West Sumner, Chase’s Mills ana Turner; at Caston for Peru. Dixfleld. Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
octsdtf_L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

On and after TUESDAY, Dec. 1st,
1885. Passenger Trains Leave

Portland

Insurance

PORTLAND, HIT. DESERT AND MACHIAS LINE.
Two Trips Per Week—Winter Arrangements tor 1886.

The swift sea-going steamer LONOFEECapt. G. A. Hopkins, will leave Portland
every Tuesday and Friday Evening, at 11
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p. m. train from Boston
over B. & M. R. R., touching at Rockland, where
connections are made for landings on Penobscot
Bay and River with Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.;
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Mt. Desert Ferry, connecting with morning train from Bangor, &c., Millbridge and Jonesport, arriving at Macliiasport
early in the evening. RETURNING, leave Macbiasport every Monday and Thursday Morning at
4 o’clock, touching as above, connecting at Mt.
Desert Ferrv with trains for Boston, &c., and at
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
(usually connecting with Pullman Express for
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usual
rates and forwarded with despatch. Tickets and
staterooms on board. For further information apply to agents at the various Landings.
E. CUSHING, Manager,
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.
jan8dtf
1,0 W,

follows:

as

Bangor, Ellsworth, Hi. Desert Frrry,
Vnureboro, SI. John. Hulifnx, nud the
Provinces, SI. Stephen and Aroostook
and
County, 1.20 p m., via Lewiston, 1.26Har*11.16 p. tn., via Augusta: and foiBnr
R.
R.«
A
and
Piscnlnquis
bor,
Bungor
*11.15 p. m., lor Skow began, Belfast and
Ul.;
Wutrrville,
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, *11. lop.
7.10 a. m.. 1.20. 1.26, *11.15 p. m.; and on Saturdays oiily at 5.15 p. 111.; for Auguxtn, Hallowell, Gardiner anil Bi-nnswick, 7.10 it.
m„ 1.25, 5.15, *11.16 p. ni.; Kntb, 7.10 a. m.,
I. 25, 5.15 p. in., and on Saturdays only at 11.16
Rockland and Kuo: and Lincoln
p. ni
R. R., 7. 10 a. 111., 1.25 p. III. ; Auburn and
Lewiston at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m.; Lewiston via Umnswick, 7.10 a. ill., tll-15 p.
in.; Farmington, Monmouth, Wiulhrop,
Oaklaml aud North Auson, 1.20 p. nr.;
Fnrmiugtou via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m.
aud 1.25 p. ni.

For

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at ti p. in. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYI.E, Ju.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Agent

p.

Arrangement,

Connection, via Brand Trunk Railway.
Mixed trail) leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckheld at 11.45 a. in.
and Canton at 1.10 p. in.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.59 aud Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bus-

M4INE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

STEAMSHIP

—

ocl2dtf

nov20_<»f

DIRECT

TO

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee?
Cincinnati, Mt. IjOuim, Omaha, Maginuw, Mt. Paul, Malt Cake City,
Dearer, Man Francisco,
and all points in the

—

New RrnliwwicU, Nova Nrotia, Prince Edwni-ilH I.inud, and Cape Bretou.
ARRAN BE.RENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 6.00 P. M., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. (^“Freight received up to 4.00 P. U.
For Tickets and staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, First National Bank
J. B. COYI.E, JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.

Boston! Philadel.

Foot of India Street.

ME CENTRAL RAILROAD

STEAMSHIP CO.,

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION
trains excepting niglit Pullman trains will atop
for passengers.
*Tlie 11.16 p. m. train Is tlie night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every niglit Sundavs included, but not through to Skowheganon
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
All

beyond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.

The mornaru due in Portland as follows:
ra.j
ing trains from Augusta and Until 8.45 a. Bantrains
from
Lewiston, 8.50 a. in.; the day
connectand
stations
all
intermediate
and
gor
ing roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. ill.; the afterAugusta. Bath,
noon trains from Waterville,
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. in.; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. ni.
Limited Ticket*, Aral and aecoud class, tor
all paints in the Province* an *ule at re*

Trains

duced

rate*.

Steamer will mako

Experiment not successful.
last trip Dec. lGth.

PAYSON TUCKER. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Geu’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
no30dtf
Portland. November 30.1885.

_

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
Sunday, October 11, 18S5.

in effect

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Boaton at 6.15,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. in.
Boston for Portlnud 8.36 a. ill., 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
Srarboro and Pine Point 6.16, 8.40 a. m.,
3.30, 5.45 p. m. Old Orchard, Saco, Bidden
ford and Hennebonk 6.16, 8.40 a. m., 12.30,
3.30,5.46 p.m. Wells Bench 6.15, 8.40 a.m.,
3.30 p. Ill, North Berwick, Great Fall*, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and
Lowell, 6.1o. 8.40 a. 111., 12.30, 8.30 p. ni.
Rochester,
Fnrmiugtou and Alton Bn)
8.40 a. m., 12.30 3.30 u. m., Mnnche*ter and
Concord ivia Newmarket Junction) 6.15a.m.,
3.30 p. Ml.; via Lawrence. 8.40 a. in.
•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects with
Kail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
a
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
a. m. and
m. and 12.30 p. in., and Boston at 8.30
..

1.00

u. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS
for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p. m.; arrive 6.30,8.46 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at 2.00 and 19.00 a. m., tl.00 and
*6.00 p. m. Returning Leave Boston at 7.30
and 9.00 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. in. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. ill., 1.00 and 6.00
at
p m. For Portsmouth and Newbnryport
2.00 aud 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. in. For
Amcnbtiry 9.00a.m.and 6.00 p.m. ForSnlen*
and Lvno at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.uO
PULLMAN CARS on above trains.
p. m
tTlie 9.00 a. m. ana 1.00 p. nr. trains connect

with Rail Lines to South and West.
m. train connects with night train

{The 0.00 p.
for New York.

all points South and West
sale at Portland Depot Ticket Office**,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange

Through Tickets to

for

FARE $1.00

Wtreet.

D. ,T. FLANDEltS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FUKBEli, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
janC>

THE FIRST-CEASS STEAMERS

TREMONT and FOREST CITY BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroadand Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jk., Manager.
oeltf

ConiniiMicing

Oc(. 5, 1885.
A.

Leave Portland (P. & O. R. K.)

—

P. M.
3.00
4.46

M.

-.9-Od

Bridgton Junction.10.36
Bridgton. arrive.S-iS
3.20

J.66

Leave Bridgton.
Portland,

arrive.w;

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

“

PkRRY, 3upL

J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.

dtr

oet5
n

CITE OF PORTLAND.
Hearing.
PON the petition of E. T. Adams and twentythree others, that all licenses held by the
owners, proprietors or managers of skating rinks
lie revoked at the earliest consistent hour, and to
prevent the re-issue of the same or any other rink
license,
Notice is lierebv given, that the board of Mayor
and Aldermen will give a hearing to all parties
interested m the matter of the said petition, at
their room, City Building, on Wednesday, the 1 Jtli
Per order of the Board.
inst., at 7.30 p. in.
GEO. C. BURGESS. City Clerk.
jan7dtd
Portland, January 7tli. 188C.
Notice of

If

Co-Partnership Notice.
coundersigned have this day formed aname
partnership in business under the firmof car-

Swasey, Lamson* Co., forthe purpose
on the wholesale crockery and glass ware
business and pottery manufacturers.
Portland, January 7,1886.
^ SWASEY
R. LAMSON.
janSdlw

rying

1

il

If.

1X7

roruaiiu auu nuixesiei Line.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT-OF
__

I

TRAINS.

On and after Monday, Oct. lilt
Passenger Trains will leave

w^Porllnad at 7.30 a. ui., and
-6‘a""1.05 p. ui., arriving at Worcester
p. m. and 7.27 p. rn. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. m. and 11.16
a. in., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.46
at 2.15

p.

m.

For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg
lVaihun, Lont ll, Windhaua and E|>pin|
at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For MnnchcHtcr, Concord, and points Norwl
at 1.05 p. in.
For KochcMter, Spring* ale, Alfred, Waterboro and Haro River. 7.30 a. m., 1.05
Returning,
p. m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.. 11.20 A.
m., and 3.40 p. m.. arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and o.45 p. m.
For Goihnm, Mnccarnppa. Cumberland
Mill*. Wewtbrook and Woodford’** at 7.10
a. m., 1.05, 6.20, and mfxed at *6.3t> p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. from Portland connects at
Janet, with Uoosac Tunnel Route for tne
tor
West, and at Union Depot, Worcester,
New York via [Norwich Line aim all
w. «
via Springfield, also with NT. Y. A N. K.
(“Steamer Mar.land Route”) for
aud
Baltimore, Wn.hington, aiul tlie
with BoMtou & Albany B.JB. ft?
made at We*lbroou j a«e.

Ayjr

413 Fore Street.

dtf

'j*!,*!-

Close connection

Me.

No. 83 Preble Street.

water per

Portland

8th December
Texas30th December

12th December. I

m.

Exchange St, and Depot

Winter

Dominion

*Wr;m£ CONSUME!?J

to._novlleinltf
SAMUEL CHASE,

PRO TI

|

STEAMERS.

November,I

p.

ARRIVALS.
From V.ewiftton nnd Auburn, 8.25 a. m.#
12.06, 3.16 and 5.50 p. m.
From Rorham, 9.40 a. in. and 7.00 p. Hi.,
mixed.
From Chicago nnd Montreal, 12.05 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train a»
Parlor cars on day train between Portland au
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

h‘*f

tended

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

Quebec, 1.30

Rumford Falla and Budfield Railroad.

_

Exchange St., Portland,

R. STANLEY &

m.

For

December,

14th January.

ONLY 91 BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at-

IN

p.

17th December.

'Sarnia
Toronto
'Oregon

26th November,
10th December,
24th December,

1884,

For Auburn null Lewiston, 7.05 a. 111., 1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For fsorhum, 7.20 a.m. and 4. OOd. m.,mixed.
For Rorhnm, Montreal and ('bicu«o,l 81

Liverpool T^EAMKitS. |

riimci

and

mm TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Northwest, West and Southwest.

SAIEIWU PATES :_

PRINTERS*’ EXCHANGE,

Carriage

ARRIVALS.
10.40 n. in., from Bartlett and way stations.
3.33 p. m., from Mwnnton, Burlington alia
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Srwt.
October 3.1886.
oc3dtf

—

THE

of

Bartlett and intermedia to

for

p. m.,

stations.

35

—

n.

uuu

janld3w

January 1,1886.

3.00

DOMINION LINE.

The undersigned have this day formed a co-partunder
nership In business as Bankers and Brokers
and will
tire firm name of H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
continue the business heretofore conducted by
their predecessors under the same firm name at
No. 32 Exchange street, Portland, Maine.
CHARLES H. PAYSON,
GEORGE F. TH JRSTON,
GEORGE S. PAYSON.

until further notice Passenger Trains wUl
Leave Portland as follows: 9.00 ■- in., for
Vnbynn., Bethlehem, I.mlftou,L..sc«.
Mt. John—
ter, Wood.ville, Montpelier,
bury, Newport, Burlington, Iwaaloa,
on
connecting
all
points
Og.len.burg, and

On null after TIONDAV, Oct. 19,
train* will run a* follow* x
DEPART UR EM.

A STANDARD MEDICAL. WORK
FOR YOUNG AND MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

Book, Card
f

Notice.

Notice of Dissolution.

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retaii.

_

DR. E. B. REED,

THEdissolved by mutual consent.

—AND—

premises of the

recorded in the books of the warehouse-man with
whom such merchandise is stored.”
F\ C. BRIDGHAM.H
janffdlw*

jan5

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, QcL 5,1885,

CHANGE OF TIME.

California,
Japan, China,

To

MR.

OF EVER1' DESCRIPTION.

received for storage it Storer
rear No. 152 Middle St.,

warehouse-man, and in his possession, passes to a
purchaser or pledgee in good faith, by the indorsement to such purchaser or pledgee, hut not
in blank, of the warehouseman’s receipt therefor,
signed by the person to whom the receipt was originally given, or by an indorsee of the receipt, and

7

21_

CARD.
L. M. LEIGHTON, long and favorably
known in Portland and vicinity, and in the
eastern part of this State, and lor eight years or
more in the grocery trade here, and lor the past
two or more years head salesman in our employ
has been admitted to an interest in our business
dating from Jan. 1st, 1886, and the firm name Is
changed from this date to OREN HOOPER. SON
& LEIGHTON. If you want a new Carpet or a
call.
new Parlor or Chamber Suit please give us a

firm of It. M. PAYSON & CO. is tins day

Portland,

warehouse, or

WE

Notice of Dissolution.

REDMOND,

and Ornamental

MERCHANDISE
Block warehouse,
Maine.

Special facilities for the care
and handling of canned goods.
Section 4. Chapter 31 of the Revised Statutes of
Maine, provides as follows:
••The title to merchandise stored in a public

Copartnership Notice.
the undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of LOT H& CO., for tiie purpose of carrying on
DAM
ROP,
the wholesale Ladies’ and Gents’ Furnishing and
Goods
business, and will occupy stores 121
Fancy
and 123 Middle St., (Thompson Block,) Portland,
Feb. 1,
on
orabout
Me.,
w LOTIIKOPj
A. C. DAM.
jan7dlm
Portland, Jan. 6,1886.

_

Herbert G.

as

value.

H.

N.

97 1-2

—

eodtf

Public

*'

special good

of the lots advertised above

some

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

outset.

WILL BE AT

selection from

a

HASKELL & JONES,

Bays

“

STORAGE.

_eodlm
BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

ESVES3Nri3NrC3-.

EVERY

interest to customers
Below we shall quote prices that w ill be of great
of money:
ski want of a good garment for a small amount

jan2

OIL

Jan.

Sardinian._*

sept21-dtf_General

____

S. H.

janD

decl2

nmnmrrfi

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.

READEEEr

EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM JAN’Y 41b.

lOSvg

[By Telegraph.]

on cal 1
NEW YORK, Jan. 11. 1886.—Money
continues very easy at lVa@2
contln
mercantile paper 4®5 per cent. Exchange
Odv
4 88 4
ues quiet and;steady at 4 85Viand
l
Rallroai
ernment bonds very dull and steady.
1.
bonds quiet and firm. The stock market after 2
v
ander
p m was active but weak for grangers,
blits and Western Union, and heavy for rest of tn
list. The market closed less active and steady.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre
sated 287.997 shares.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Govern
ment securities:
United States bonds, 3s.101V

iiiimi ii

B. A. ATKINSON & CO..

questions.

PORTLAND,

17 Plum St., Portland, Me.

iti\

■

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall, 827 Washington St„ Boston,

from

58 BROWN STREET,

F. S. BLACKSTONE & CO.,

Parisian.
Polynesian.

«.

—

■Those contemplating heating their houses this
,please call or address.

mi

mm rMKL AMI IlUllLfi iMIlMhx,

METAPHYSICIAN !

tau

FURNITURE!

CHAMBER

TO BE CLOSED OUT AT A GREAT SACRIFICE.

MRS. A. B. POOLE.

11.1886.-[Beerbohm’s report

1886--^tton

New York Stock and Money Market

Eer,<?®“T'

Jan.

off tlie coast,
to Chamber of CommereceJ Cargoes
Cargoes on the passage
wheat quiet liut steady.
At Livfirm.
corn
wheat
quiet;
for
and
shipment,
corn rather
erpool, spot wheat quiet and steady;
easier. Weather in England wet.
market Is
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 11,
sales 8.00
steady; uplands 5d; Orleans at 5y8d:
bales speculation and export 500 bales.
LIVERPOOL,January 11,1386.—Winter Wheat
steady at 79'^7s 2d; spring wheat at 7s@7s 2d,
California average 6s 8d@6s lOd; club 6s
old and 4s
7s2d;corn, mixed Western, 4s 7V<id for
2d for new ; peas 6s 5d.Provisions,&c.—1 ork, new
at 29s 6d
bacon
Eastern;
mess at 49s for prime
for short clear and 28s for long clear; cheese at
Western
32s;
49s for American; lard, prime
tallow at 26s 6d for American.

Contract System.

or on our

Mass.

Remember that Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
is only 50 cents per bottle, and one bottle will go
faither than half a dozen ol an ordinary medicine.

Exchange quiet.__
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

Boston Stock Market.

SUITS!

PREPARED BY

cure

freights

PORTLAND. Jan. 11 *1886.
Received bv Maine Central Railroad—For Port
merchandise; for con
miscellaneous
and 8 ears
necting roads 18 cars miscellaneous merchan
dlse.

awful low for Cash

going

__

CARDENAS. Schr Helen G Mosely—6267 sliooks
and heads 1500 box shooks.

Sarmatian.

Avonmonth

prices.

Ayer’s Pills, JQBWof LADIES'OUTSIDE GARMENTS
LB. 3. C. AYEE &

10

Dec.

Sardinian.

Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$50 to $80; intermediate, $30 ; steerage, $18.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
JP.
Passenger Agents, 80State8t; Boston; andC.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
H.
&
to
or
freight
422 Congress St,, or for passage
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

21st

janll

Croup it will ease in
any case when used

[By Telegraph.]

to faHAVANA. 'Jan. 11, 1886,-Sugar, owing
duvorable news received from foreign markets
fir illmuch
ring the past week, prices have shown The
lveen
supply
has
demand
good. in business is
ness, and the
is increasing daily and more activity
Moexpected. The market closed very strong. reals
lasses sugar to good polarization at 2% @2%
to good refilling
fair
Muscovado
gold per quintal:
2%@2% reals; Centrifugal, 92 to 96 degrees polarizing. 3Vi@3% reals.
Matanzas
Stoc ks in warehouses at Havana and
5500 boxes, 68,600 bags and 1,700 hogsheads;
boxes,
receipts during the past week were 176.
the
38,500 bags and 264 hlids; exports during
of
week 1000 boxes, 18,600 bags and 42 lihds,
to the United
28
hnds
and
which 17,000 bags
rising; loading at Havana to United
lind of sugat, $2 25@2 5(1 gold.
States
per
to
From ports on the north coast, outside ports,
the United States, at 2 50*82 00.
Spanish gold 2.38»4.

Good.15@16
Store.10@12

Lemons.

at our last week’s

_

A WABMHOUSE

THURSDAY,

THURSDAY,
Nov. 19
Dec. 3
10
17
31

28th January.
'Sarnia
KKISTOI. SERVICE:
For Avonmonth Poch (Pirect).

OX^HSjNT

BSSld°fm

C'j{tree
^^ce<kh<>rc3
Small..?75|3

via Halifax.
1 Fr?mJ*SSlaud

Halifax.

via

Hervice.

7th January,

Tkn

Ayer’s Tills. They have done me more
good than any ether medicine I have ever
taken.” John Burdett, Troy,
Iowa,
writes: “For nearly two years my life
was rendered miserable by the horrors of
Dyspepsia. Medical treatment afforded
me only temporary relief, and I became

—

_

Liverpool and Portland
From Liverpool
aTFAMKR
I
81

1886.

Dyspepsia

—

PORTLAND, Jan. 11,1886.
the same pej
The Flour market remains In about
demand ruling
sition as previously noticed, the
in buyers favor.
very quiet, with prices decidedly
Corn is firm, but not higher here; at Chicago
under
the market lias advanced. Pork is firmer
a
the influence of a strong Western market,but as
For
rule packers have not changed their figures.
boilMolasses the tone is strong oil the new crop
are about 5c higher than
test
60°
for
prices
ing;
From New York sales were reported
a year ago
Saturday of four cargoes, for January clearances,
basis of 25c for 50”
principally Cardenas, on the
sales are reported of
test; from Philadelphia also
on the basis
3600 lilids Sagua for April shipment
firm. Suof 26VsC. Grocery Molasses quiet but
from Havana to-day indigar is firmer. Advices
with a good busicate a strong market for Sugar

Flour.

of

f5

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

MINin existence. Collars, Cuffs, Garments washed in TWO
can
You
operwash
for
day;
UTES. Not necessary to dress
Come and
ate the machine in a silk dress and kid gloves.
still
up
are
cutting
We
of
the
19th
see the wonder
century.

PARLOR

Cured

_

which
given by means of an electric bellthe
signal as
beard by the person that gives
entire apThe
it.
receiving
the
well as by
person
inches
six
box
paratus can be placed in an Iron
from any level of
square. Signals can be glveu
of
the mine. Tills invention will no doubt prove
means
great value to our mines, and may be the
of saving many lives, as there will.be no possibili-

Winter Arrangements.

1885.

Portland and Ogdnnsburg R. R.

1886.

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.

Washing Machine

the entire system. T. P. Bonner, Chester,
Pa., writes: “I have used Ayer’s Pills
for the past 30 years, and am satisfied
I should not have been alive to-day, if it
had not been for them. They

_

be
be

not
$5.00 to $10.00 down, balance $5.00 per month. Why
have a new Range this cold weather? We are headquarters
for quantity, style, quality and price. Every Range Warranted.
to
Come to our store and we will show you the new way
wash clothes. We have the only sensible make of

To

me

RANGES!

RANGES!

INDIGESTION

,.

a very inA Lake Superior miner lias invented
signals can be given
genious contrivance whereby
mines with the utthe
of
lowest
depths
From the
The signal will
most distinctness and precision.
will

Unprecedented
Prices to close the bulk of stock at once.
before purParlor
the
See
line.
this
in
Octagon
bargains
The
$22.80.
at
close
that
we
I
shall
No.
have
37
chasing. We
so you can readily
cost
this
for
stove
alone
$17.00;
castings
above price.
figure what an enormous bargain they are at the
CHAMBER STOVES,
OPEN CRATE STOVES, all prices.
All the regular styles at prices that
from $3.60 upwards.
or
on our contract.
will astonish, for cash

Pure*

Absolutely

Sid 7th, barque Arthur C Wade, Sherman, for

,,

_

POWDER

Parisian, Wylie,

__

Jilt

A

Moville 10th, steamer

Ar at

...

de motto

take some comfort.

sey.

water, after house gone, top works damaged, bottom badly broken, and will probably be a total
I wreck. She registered 432 tons and was built in
1883 at Columbia Falls, Me.
Boston Produce Market.
Sell Geo Nebenger, from New Bedford for FoitBOSTON, Jan. 11. 1886.—The following are toand
land, ashore on Wood find, has brokon in two
day’s quotations of Provisions, Stc.:
will
be a total wreck. Wreckers have contracted
Pork—Long cut 12 26@12 50: short cuts 12 60 to save materials and cargo. The vessel is owned
@12 75; backs 12 60813 00; light backs 11 60® at Gardiner, valued at $5,000 and uninsured
12 00; lean ends 12 50813 00; pork tongues * 13
Seh Lena ft Storer, from Mobile for Ship Island,
@13 25; prime mess *12@12 50;extra prune 9 60
went ashore Jan 4th on the east side of chandler
@‘$10; mess, old, at 10 50; do new at *1150;
Island and will probably be abandoned. Tugs
Western prime mess pork at 10 50811 00.
went to her assistonce, but could not move her.
Lard 6V2@6%c © lb m tierces;7Y*@7V4C in 10She registers 250 tons, was built at Waldoboro In
1b pails; 7V4@7%C in 6-lb palls; 7%@8c in 3-ib
1873, liails from Boston, and is valued $5,000.
palls.
Sch Cathie C Berry, from Boston for Wood s
of
Hams 9V4@l0c 4* lb, according to size and
Holl, which drove ashore at Quick Hole first
cure: small 10@10V4c.
the month, floated off Oth all right. She was high
Dressed hogs, city, at 6s/8@6*4c I? lb; country
when she went ashore and all efforts to
and
dry
4%c; live 4V( !i4 Vic.
pull her off had failed.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 27@
Sch Lois V Chaples, Weaver, from Rockland for
28 ;common to good 20826c; New York fall made
New York, with lime, was towed into Boston 10th
dairy 21@22c; Vermont do 22@23c; selections 2 + with loss of sails, and other damage.
@25c; common to good at 15820c; extra Western
Sch Maggie G Hart, Nickerson, from Philadelfresh imade creamery 33@34c; (common to good
ot boat,
phia, arrived at Boston 10th with loss
25830c; Western ladle packed, fresh, 17@20c. 1 ioreboom, foresail, and forestaysail, and decks
Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than these quo- swent
tations.
Sch Luella A Snow, Rowe, at Boston from RouCheese—Choice North at —@9*4c: lower grades
dout, reports,—Lost aud split sails, and dragged
according to quality; Western at 9*/2@10c. Job ashore on Rainford Island Oth. Was hauled off
lots Vac higher.
without apparent damage.
Eggs—Near by —®29c; Eastern extras —@27c;
Sch Lizzie S Haynes, Sawyer, at New Haven
East firsts at h@26c: Southern choice extras 26
from Fernandiua. reports heavy gales off Hatteras
@27c; New York and Vermont ‘!4@25c; North at and lost boat and split sails.
24@25c; Western fresh at 23@24c-.Island at 248
Sch Richmond, from New York for Boston, with
25c. and NJ8. at 25@26c; choice held stock 22@
pig iron, drove ashore at Danversport Oth inst and
23c;Western pickled 19c; Eastern limed 19® 20e.
rernains. well up near the Bass River Lighthouse.
Beans—Choice small hand picked pea at 1 70®
Crew safe.
1 75 1> bush ; choice New York large hand picked
Sch Clio Cliillcott, Fullerton, from a Maine port
do 1 608165; small Vermont hand picked pea at
bound to New York, before reported ashore st
1 70®175.
Watch
Hill, is loaded with granite and will proba@176; common *1@1 50. bly go to pieces.
Apples—Choice,
Hay—Choice prime nav, at *19@*20; fair to
Sen F A Pike, of and from Calais for New York,
good at *188*19 ; choice Eastern fine $16@*18;
with lumber, was near the Blue Rocks, Newport,
fair to good do at $16@*16; poor do at *13 @*14:
Otli, with boat stove.
East swale *11@S12. Rye straw, choice, *20@
Sell Hunter, Whitten, from Rockland for New
*21: oat. straw *11@*12 id ton.
York, was run Into 10th, while lying at anchor off
Potatoes—Houltou rose 68®70c ;dolIebron 70@
Whitestone. LI, by sell Wn« C French, from Philabroken
75c; N H Rose 63865c; Me Central|60ffi65c;Burdelphia for Boston, and bad flying jibboom
bank seedlings 60@G5c;N Y Hebrons at 50@55c;
and jib torn.
do Rose 55@60c; do prolifics 56@58c; Eastern do
G5W68c; Vt Hebrons 60@65c.
Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 1st, ship Jere ThompChicago Cattle Market.
son, Peterson, Fort Discevery.
Sid 9th. ship St Francis, for Liverpool.
By Telegraph.]
PENSACOLA—Ar Oth, sell M A Hall, French,
CHICAGO, Jan. 11, 1886.—Cattle—Receipts 4,Galveston.
200; shipments 1200; 10@16c higher; shipping
PORT EADS—Sid 10th, sell Lizzie B Willey,
steers at 3 75@6 95; Stockers and feeders at 2 60
for Boston.
@4 25; cows, hulls and mixed 2 00@4 20; bulk at
RICHMOND—Ar Oth, sch Warner Moore,Crock3 00@3 76.
Hogs—Receipts 2,500;shipinent.s 2000; 10 high- ett, Charleston.
BALTIMORE—Cld Sth, 9ch Carrie S Hart,
er; rough and mixed at 3 6083 90; packing and
Providence.
shipping at 3 00@4 25; light 3 60@4 05; skips at Southard.
Cld Otli, sch Georgia L Drake, Parris, Boston.
2 7 5,@3 50.
Ar loth, sen Mary B Judge, Boston.
Sheep—Receipts 2000; shipments 600; strong;
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Oth, sch C H Fattens,
natives 2 20@5 00; Western 2 50@4 00; Texans
Curtis, Apalachicola.
2 0083 50. Lambs t* head 4 00(85 25
Cld Oth, sells Mabel Hooper, Hooper, Cardenas;
Win J Lermond, Hupper, lor New Orleans; LA
Domestic Markets.
Burnham, Harding. Boston; Nellie Woodbury,
[By Telegraph.]
Hodgkius, Cape Cod.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 8th,sell R D Spear
NEW YORK, Jan. 11, 1886.—Flour market—
Receipts 16,876 bbls jexports e06 bbls and 2,000 (from Trinidad) for Philadelphia.Austria, Dexter,
NEW YORK—Ar Oth, ship
sacks; dull and still tending in buyers favor; sales
Antwerp; sells Joseph Wilde, Beliaty, Nuevitas 7
12,600 bbls.
days; Hunter, Whitten, Rockland.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 15@3 10; superfine
Ar 11th, ships Abner Coburn, Nichols, London;
Western and State at 3 00@3 35; common to good
Pactolus, Burnham, Yokohama.
extra Western and State at 3 258.3 75; good to
Passed the Gate loth, sell Edw Lameyer, from
choice do at 3 8086 60; common to choice White
N'w York lor Rockland; Georgietta, do for B03wheat Western extra at 6 0085 25; fancy do at
ton.
at 6 30®6 50; common to good extra Ohio at 3 25
Ar 8tli, sell Hattie McG
PERTH AMBOY
GO; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 258
Buck, Putnam, New Yolk.
60; patent Minnesota extra good to prime lit
PROVIDENCE—Ar loth, sell Caroline C, Moul4 7585 25; choice to double extra do at 5 208
ton, New York via F’ali River.
5 Gormcluding 1800 bbls city mill extra at 4 75
Returned 10th,
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR
84 90; 900 bbls fine do at 2 1683 10; 400 bbls
sell Grace Andrews.
superfine at 3 0083 35; 1300 bbls extra No 2 ai
BOSTON—Ar 9th, brig Raven. Nasli, Jamaica;
3 2583 75 ; 2000 libls winter wheat extra at 3 25
sch Luella A Snow. Rowe, Rondout.
@5 6b; 3800 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 25®5 60.
Below, sells Bradford C French, from Baltimore
Southern flour steady; common to fair 3 60@3 90;
for Portland; Helen M Chase and Caroline Knight
good to choice at 4 00a5 50. Rye Flour steady at
3 25@3 60.
Wheal—Receipts 1,100 bush; ex- in Nantasket Roads.
Ar loth, sells Lois V Chaples, Weaver. Rockports—bush; spot lots without quotable change
land for New York; Maggie G Hart, Nickerson,
and dull; salesB.OOOou spot; No 2 Spring at 91c:
elev:
Philadelphia.
No 3 Red 87c; No 2 Red nominal at 90VaC
Below, sell Mary Brewer.
No 1 Red State 95% c ;No 1 White at 95c. Bye is
Ar 11th, sell Ambrose H Kutght, Spofford, from
nominal. Barley dull. I'oi-n */2@%c higher ami
exports
62,936
bush;
97,800
Boothbay.
fairly active-.receipts
BEVERLY—Ar 8tli, sch Henry, Falkingham,
bush';sales 236,000 bush spot;No 3 at 46846*.4c:
Hoboken.
No 2 at 60ya@51c elev. Oat* V4@y*c higher and
SALEM—Ar Oth, sells Ella Pressy, Nash. Port
moderately active; receipts 66,500 bush; exports
Johnson; Republic, Boston for Addison.
bush; sales 129,000 bush on spot; No 3 at 30c.
do
GLOUCESTER—Ar 8th, sell Francis E Hallock,
White do at 40840V4C; No 2 at 363/8@36Vie;
from Red Beach for Baltimore.
White 41*4c; Mixed Western at 37838c; White
Coffee nomim, at 39844c: White State at 43c.
nal. Sugar dull; refined is quiet; C 6*/i®5*/jC;
Foreign Ports.
Extra Cat 5 Vi @6% c; White Extra C5%e; YelAt Melbourne Dec 1, ships Belle of Batii, Nicklow at 586Vic; Mould A 6%@6%c; OlTAatOc;
els, from New York, ar Nov 10; Ivy. Lowell, fm
Standard A 6%; Granulated 6%c; Confectioners
New York; Leading Wind. Bray, for New York;
A 63/8@6 11-16C; cut loaf and Crushed 7 3-16®
narque Benj F Hunt, Pritchard, from Boston.
7V4c; Powdered 6%@7*/*c; Cubes 6 15-lGc. Pe
At Newcastle. NSW, Nov 28th, shiu Columbia,
troleum—united 87%c. Tallow steady. Porh
Hagan, from Hong Kong; barque H J Libby
firm; mess at 10 00@10 50. Beef is dull. Tnrd
Richards, from New York, ar 22d.
283 points higher and fairly active; Western
At Kaliuliii Dec 22, barque F S Thompson, Potsteam spot 0 45; refined at 6 7b for Continent;
ter, for San F'raueisco 7 days.
Butter barely steady; State at 16
7 05 for S. A.
At Marseilles 7th inst, barque Herbert Black,
@34e; Elgin creamery at 33@34e. Cheese film;
Nichols, for New York.
flat
Western
State 7@10*4;
7®,9*4.
Sid fm Liverpool 7th mst, ship Virginia, Allen,
Freight* steady; Wheat steam 25/*d.
Cardiff
Ar at Navassa Dec 20, brig FTorence I HenderCHICAGO, Jan. 11,1886—Flour quiet; Winter
Wheat 4 40® 5 85 for Southern; Wisconsin 4 0“@
son, Ross, St Thomas.
In port Dee 16, sen M S Haynes, Gamage, for
4 65; Michigan at 4 60@4 75; soft Spring Wheat
3 708 4 00;Minnesota bakers 3 50@4 50; patents
Wilmington, NC, 6 days.
At Nuevitas 1st inst. hng Mary K Pennell,
4 758 5 50; low grades 2 00@3 00; Rye Flour, at
Mitchell, for New York 18th; sch Dora M French
3 30a3 60. Wheat closed higher; .January 81 %®
French, for do I4tli.
82:V8c; No 2 Spring at82@82%c; No 3 at 70y8c.
Sid fin Bonaire 21st, sch Lucy A Davis, Pray.
i/uru mm ai owriv. vaio oiw
dull; No 2 at 68c. Barley is quiet; No 2 at 63®
45.
Lard
Ponce Dec 10, sell Ethel M Davis, Wil10
at
Pork
42V4S10
Mess
64c.
higher
letts, for Mexico.
firm at 6 10®6 12y2. Boxed meats firm; shoul1st inst, sell Nellie Shaw, Dinsshort
5
Ar
at
Caibarien
ribs
short
17V2
;
at
3
ders
15g6
90,®3 95;
more, Cardenas via Sagua.
clear 5 40®5 45.
Dec 20, brig Atalaya, Lye,
fm
wheat.
Sid
Cienfuegos
22,000
bbls-,;i
Receipts—Flour, 9,000
sen
iorK,
varsuii, uaiuuig, Delabush; com, 63,000 bush; oats. 64,000 bush; rye, lor New
Breakwater.
ware
l,ooobush; barley, 49,000bush.
Lizzie Dewey, Peters,
sch
Ar at Havana 31st,
Shipments—Flour, 6,000 bbls; wheat, 9,000
Philadelphia.
,.
bush:|corn, 33,000 bush; oats, 37,000 bush; rye,
for Apalachicola
\V
Fred
Carlon,
Sid 2d. barque
1,000 bush ;barley, 26,000 bush.
Ar at Cardenas Dee 31, sell Mima Bell, ThompST. LOUIS. Jan. 11, 1886.—Flour firm. Wheat
son, Portland; Jan 1, barque Alice,Dyer, NYork;
higher :No 2 Red 91c. Corn higher ;No 2 Mixed at
sch Bertha Warner. Lathwaite, Richmond.
34c. Oats firm; No 2 Mixed at 29'/3c bid. Lard
Sid 2d. brig Osseo. Hix, New York.
at 5 95@6 00.
Ar at St John, NB, 7th, seh Carrie Maud, York,
Receipts—Flour. 1,000 bbls; wheat, 10,000bu;
1
corn. 15,000 bush: oats, 1,100 bush; lye, 2,000
3th. sell Nellie Parker, Corbett, New York.
Cld
Nish barley, 2,000 bush.
shipments—Flour, 5000 bbls; wheat 2,000,bu;
Sooken.
corn 20,000‘bush; oats 2,000 bush; rye, 0,000 bu;
barley, 0000 bush.
Sept 8, lat 13 10 N, lat 25 41, ship Hecla, Snow,
1
for
No
Cardiff
is
Kong.
Hong
firm;
DETROIT. Jar.. 11,1886.—Wheat
Sept 15, lat 37 20, Ion 114 E, ship Cyrus F
at 88V2C bid; No 2 Red 88 Vic bid.
Sargent, Atherton, from Cardiff for Hong Kong.
Receipts, 14,200 bush.
Oct 24, lat 23 30 S, loll 175 E, ship Charger,
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 11, 1886.—Cotton firm;
Connolly, from Hiogo for Portland.
middling 894c.
MOBILE, Jan. 11,1886.—Cotton steady; middlijg 89ic.
SAVANNAH, Jan. 11, 1886.—Cotton is firm;
Health, Comfort, Steam at One Pound.
middling 8 11-16C.
No noise, no dust, our apparatus leads, thorCHARLESTON, Jan. 11,1886,-Cotton is firm;
oughly tested, strongly endorsed, in use In thousmiddling 894 c.
of buildings, trade rapidly increasing from
midands
MEMPHIS, Jan. 11,1886.—Cotton quiet;
year to year.
8 ll-16c.

Colgan’s Taffy Tolu prevents nausea.
and
Colgan’s Taffy Tolu strengthens the teeth
Imparts a healthy color to the gums.

»

KelOlsen, Baltimore—Ryan &

Flores, was totally wrecked
*
Crew and passengers saved and taken to Fayai.
Scii Mill ford, from Rockport, Mefoi JacksonSAN FRANCISCO. Jan. 11. 1886.-Tlie followwith sails
put into Vineyard-Vaven lltli and with
ing are closing official quotations of mining stocks I ville, fore
gaff and main boom broken,
split,
to-day:
loss of part of deckload.
Hale & Norcross. 2%
Sch Isaac Carlton, (of Machias) Drisko, from
Con. Cal. & Va. 2
Norfolk for Boston, with coal, was driven ashore

transmitting power has
inch steel wfre ropes runfeet per nnnute. The
with leather washers lVa
are covered
now
inches in diameter; they have been working avon an
for seven years, night and day, driving
a
few
oil
when taken
erage 300-horse power and
examination were
ago for the purpose of
found In a very satisfactory condition, apparently
being as good'as when new. The smallest pulley
in diameter.
over whicii the ropes travel is II leet

much mottoes
doan’ b
go __l,nA.»oil

3 20
1 9o
6 87
3 05
1 25

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)

The use of a rope for
had this experience, 8%
nmg at a speed of 32>I6

“I
i

preferred.*4 00

Homestake.22 00
Ontario.29 00

nervousness,

an’

Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]

injury

Sch'YVilliamine,

parloFTtoves!

LINE7

ALLAN

_“

Isaac

—

do Sinking Funds.121
St Louis & San Fran. 22%
do pref. 47%
1st pref.103%
16%
Lake Erie & West

NEW YORK,Jan. 11. 1886.—The followinglare
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.24 00
Quicksilver. 7 60

ra

Cleared.

Sch Helen G Mosely, Holt, Cardenas

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Halifax 9tli, steamer Polynessian, Ritchie,

New York

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets.

with coal to Eastern RR.
,.
Sch A R Weeks, Henley, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Andrew J York, Wallace, New Yoik—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Seh Lincoln, Wilson, Boston.
Sch Julia & Martha, Hopps, Calais for Boston.
Seh Emma Clifton, Webber, Gloucester, rut
into Biddeford Pool 9th for shelter; broke windlass and bached the vessel. The captain and two
men are irostbitten.

SAILED—Brig Gipsy Queen; sch WiUiamine.

_

B A. ATKINSON & CO,

PORT OF PORTLAND.
MONDAY, Jan. 11.
Arrived.
lor
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Bradford C French, Conroy, Newport News,

Union Pacific 1st

Manhattan Elevated.120
Metropolitan El.160
63%
Union Pacific stock
Central Paciflc. 43
Hannibal & St. Jo. 38
do preferred. 88

phoros
B. F. Brown, Vineyard
gaining every day. Mrs.

Iunsetes9::::::::::::Iii
i.l|
MooMd.ay3..:.m9^n Height....};;; |g|£

”9

Boston Air Line. ®7
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. 72
*0%
Canada Southern.
Chesapeake & Ohio. l*
Del. * Hud. Canal..33,/
Del., Lack. * West.122%
Den & Rio Grande. If,,
®%
E. Tenn., V. & ,Ga.
9%
do pref.
3b
Houston & Texas.
Kansas & Texas.30%
Missouri Paciflc.113$
Mobile* Ohio. 16%
Morris & Essex.1°1
Northern Pacific. 27%
do pref. 69%

The Religious School of Art. “Yes,” said Mrs
Bennington, “my son George is getting to be quit*

a

Paulpreferred.122

Union Pacific. °3%
Western Union Telegraph. 74%
Alton* Terre Haute. J"

WIT AND WISDOM.

said the old man, “it's
prima donna.”

®3

Paul

MISCEIiLAITEO®*._

MINIATURE ALMANAC... JANUARY 12.

RAI LROiDS.

STEAMERS._

KNOW THYSELF.
A

Great

Medical

Work

on

Mnnhnori,

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical DePremature decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
A book for every man, young, midor excesses.
dle aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions
for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. So found by the Author,
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
300
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
pages, bound in beautiful French Muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer
work in every sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than any other work sold in this
country for S2.50, or the money will be refunded
in every instance. Price only $1.00 by mail, postpaid. Illustrative sample C cents. Send now.
Gold medal awarded the author by the National
Medical Association, to the President of which
the lion. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers of
the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will benefit al\.—London Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom the Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, pa-

WOLFE’S

skill of all other physicians a speciAAAi-fAAJalty
Such treated successfully with-rit|i"GPCE1T,Ei
out any instance of failure. A aa A cjajaja
Mention this paper.]an31eod£w1 y
in hereby given, that the
and
subscriber has been duly
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of

Notice

appointed

EDGAR E. McKENNEY, late of Por'land,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
debonds as tlic'law directs. All persons having
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are reall persons inand
the
exhibit
same;
to
quired
debted to said estate are called upon to make pajment to
AMANDA G. McKENNEY. Administratrix.
dee29dlawTu3w*
Portland, Dec. 24, 1885.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, Ac.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Cdolplio Wolfe’s Schnapps, its. unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled
other distillation have insured Tor it the
for it.
reputation of salubrity claimed
all Druggists and Grocers.
For sale

by

0D0LPH0 WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
18 BEAVER STREET,
NEW

YORK.

A11>

dly
use

of the

REED (M.
Harvartl 1842 ) antl HUBERT
M. REED (M. D„ Harvard. 1876.)
Emu. House, 173 T muon I
Ml., ifoMton, treat 11*111. v,

PILES and ALL DISEASES
i OF THE KKC'TEM without

ririUleteution front Business. ReferSend for pamphlet.
LPII U V enee given.
4
m.

¥¥¥!
a.

11 illilN

Office Hours—If

it. m.

AUJUK/j (except Sundays).

febia

lo

be'fiad

Prebfe

of Rollins

8t°P

J

W

PETERS, 8i.pt.

EDUCATIONAL.

SCHNAPPS.

marlO___
ritfTITI IjCured without the
WILLIAM
F IW
In I I IJH
lijl knife.
I
D

tioa with through trains
It™
with throng
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland,
trains of Grand Trunk R. R*
Throuffh Tickets to all points West and South
of 8. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Porttnav
St., aid
land & Rochester Demit at fmat of
& Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.

octmiif

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

bility,

rent. guardian, instructor or clergyman—Argonaut.
Auurcss the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr.
W. II. Parker, No. 4 Bulfiuch Street, Boston,
Mass., who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases that nave baffled AT Ei 4 T the

TO DISTIL SHAT

p.

eodly

ART LESSONS.

HR. A. H. MOORE will taken limited number of pupils during the winter. Instructions given in Crayon Portraiture front the flat and from
Also in Academic Drawing from casts, still
life.
life, and the living mutlel. References: Prof. Otto
Grundmann, Boston, Prof. Henry Johnson, Bruns-

wick, Harry B. Brown, Esq., Cyrus K. Davis, Esq.,
and Mr. J. T. Stubbs, Portland,
Mtudio, 34
Firm National Rank

Building. Jan2eodlni*

Portland School of stem*

Stenography
thoroughly
PUPILS
and type-writing In the briefest time consiswith each
instructed In

tent with thoroughness: speed gained
lesson. Lessons given day and evening._
MISS A. L. SAWYER,
637 Congress St., Brown Block, Portland, Me.
eodtf
dec29

School Boots at Cost

hnrd
For the purpose of a»«i«ting «he
in
working pnrcul* who find a difncniiy
1
rheap?
wehool
J’jU
obtaining good
Bjgk
hchool
.ell the be»i quality of Children,
Hoot,

at

prime

co.t

for

a

.hort

lime

M. G. PALMER*
oet26___d“_
THIS

PAPERS^S&W£S2»

1‘WxvPtsxE

PRESS.
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The Criminal

TUESDAY MORNING, JANUARY 12.

AMUSEMENTS.
Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
30 Days’ Reduction Sale—Rines Bros.
Wanted-Wet Nurse.
Mrs. Allen’s Instantaneous Croup Remedy.
For Rent—Brick House.
Special Sale—Owen, Moore & Co.
Wanted—Girl.
Co.—Annual Meeting.
Pondicherry
Dress Goods—Rines Bros.
Special Piano Notice—Thurston.

Insolvency.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.
Pledged Property at Auction.
Important Notice—Turner Bros.
To Let—Three Rents.
Situation Wanted—Housekeeper.
Lost—Rnbber Cloak.
Portland Steam Packet Co.—Annual Meeting.
To Let—Tenement.
Wanted—Button Hole Machine Operators.
Situation Wanted—Bookkeeper.
To the Holders of Bonds and Coupons.—P. &■ O.
For Sale or to Let—Pianos.
First Mortgage Bonds—Win, II. Emery.

LIVER

COD

OIL

are

sure

to

SUPERIOR COURT.

term

are

has received information by cable, that the
steamer Parisian in which Rt. Rev. Bishop

Healy and brother, sailed, arrived safely at
Londonderry yesterday morning making the
trip in ten days.
Mr. George H. Merrill’s death was caused
by bilious colic. He was a member of Unity
Lodge I. O. O. F. of Boston. Funeral ser-

Superior Court today.
Portland Encampment of Odd Fellows will
give their second social assembly at Gilbert’s
the

Hall this

evening.

Remember the usual temperance meeting
tonight at the Gospel Mission at 7.30 o’clock.
All arc cordially invited.
The annual meeting of the Maine Branch
of the Women’s National Indian Association
will be held at the rooms of the Y. M. C. A.,
Wednesday, January 13tli, at 3 p. m.
Returning fishermen at Gloucester, Mass.,
report a disabled vessel on Middle Bank.
She is not the
There are no particulars.
Henry Warner.
The steamer Sardinian of the Allan line
arrived at Halifax yesterday morning at
8 o’clock and left for this port in the afterSlie^vill be due here this afternoon
noon.
and has a cargo of 2,038 tons.

vififla will hr*

The following were among the guests at the
Falmouth Hotel last night: J. W. Fairbanks
and wife, Farmington; J. H. White, Cincinnati; J. W. Brewr, Ripe Valley, Oregon; J.
B. Redman, Ellsworth; W. M. Boutwell,
Boston; G. W. Laughlin, New York; F. W.
Dame, LeWfeton; L. E. Martin and wife,
Haverhill.
The funeral of the late Joseph W. York
took place from his former residence yesterayy. There was a large attendance of business
men.
Mr. York was a sailmaker by trade, a
member of the firm of Adams & York.
He
was a member of the Common Council in
1803-66, and alderman in 1872-73 from Ward

The firm say the loss

13 Ponce

Martha Harris Wilson.
The decease of this estimable woman,
whose death was announced in yesterday’s
Press, recalls quite vividly the struggles
and sufferings of that race whose fortunes
for good and evil have been so closely interwoven with our own national history.
She
was born a slave upon a Virginia plantation,
and when a mere girl, fourteen years old,

Yesterday

morning another child died of the same disease, and now his wife is just alive. He has
two other children living but they have been
sent away to escape tli£ contagion.
Messrs. Woodbury & Moulton have received from their correspondents, Messrs.
Richardson, Hill & Co., the latest compilation of “Stock Fluctuations for the Year
1885,” and will supply them upon application
This book contains much
at their office.
valuable information and cannot fail to be
appreciated by all dealers in stocks.

Boring

She was one of
away from her master.
quite a family of children, and, as she herself told one of her friends, on one occasion
her father, who was a blacksmith, spoke
ran

for Water.

Dow, the father of
citizen, Hon. Neal Dow.

slovenly

manner

were

religious characteristics

Uiiv

X/UJ

><

UO UllU

>

n

IU

bill/

lllA

auu

confirmed invalid in the later years of her
life, but she was affectionately cared for by
the church and other friends until He who

Hurley,

of the A. R.

Weeks,

which arrived at this port, yesterday, reports
follows: We came around Cape Cod with
pleasant weather, and with no indications of
a storm: soon afterwards we encountered a
snow. Storm and the wind changed to the
southeast. I had a distance of 30 miles to
Before I got there we had
run to Cape Ann.
bad weather in good earnest. The wind was
southwest and it blew tremendously. I understand that wind did not blow here. The
vessel had very hard riding even after making a harbor.
as

Portland & Ogdensbure.
The holders of bonds and coupons secured
by mortgage from the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, of November, 1,
1871, are requested to communicate imrnediately to the trustees, through their attorneys Hon. W. L. Putnam, the amounts
and serial numbers of the bonds held by each
holder and the numbers of attached coupons.
This is the mortgage which has been foreclosed, making the holders of the bonds and
coupons a corporation with power to organize at their

option.

--

Maine Industrial School.
Those wishing to attend the opening of
the Maine Industrial School Wednesday can
go on the train leaving Portland at 7.10 and
returning arrive at 5.40 p. m. Free return
tickets will he furnished upon applying to
Mr. Rowell at the school. The exercises will
be at 11 o’clock, after which visitors can
have ample opportunity to inspect the new'
and visit the old school but a few rods disAll interested are invited to attend.
tant.

Another Reported Defalcation.
It is reported that a young man of excellent family, who is, or has been, employed
by one of our leading wholesale grocers, on
Commercial street, has suddenly stepped
out, aud that he has appropriated funds be-

longing

to the firm.

A

reporter’s Inquiry

elicited the statement that the firm had nothing to say on the subject.

His chosen

bore her withjut pain or suffering to her heavenly home.
So far as she knew she was without living
iindred, North or South, but she never lacked efficient friends, and those who have for
pears ministered to her wants have the satisfaction of knowing that in doing it they have
ninisteredto Him who was alike the world’s
watches

over

ones

Secretary—M.

Meeting

iimei ji/u,

uwifjb

vjui

uuvu

m

ami/i,

11

o.

Wescott, ex-President of the
invited to present his portrait to
he hoard through Hon. Charles McLaughlin.
Hon. G. P.

ioard,

Tlie following table shows the number of
imes that each alarm box was pulled during
he year:
lox.

Times
Pulled.

Times
Box
Pulled.
28.2

G.1
7.3
13 .3
14 .1
1G.2
17.1
21.2
23 ...2
24 .1
25 .3
27 .1

29.1
31.2
34.3
35.1
3G
1

37.1
41.1

j

sleigh
adly broken._
The Ferry Landing.
Notice was served on the County Commiss oners yesterday that an appeal was taken
f ■om their decision in regard to the estabh shment of a ferry landing in Portland, and
to iken to the Supreme Court.
t

|time, for expression of true vocal
sentiment, their quaint weird-like refrains
brought back to uiemory visions of old plantation days, camp-meetings, break-downs,
fields and forests of our ante-bellum Sunny
South.” Tickets at Stockbridge’s.
correct

BIJOU SKATING PAHLOH.

Under the auspices of the Shepley Camp,
Sons of Veterans, and the Maine Drum, Fife
and Bugle Corps, a grand concert and
skating party will he held at the Bijou Parlor
to-night. The programme has already been
printed, and a capital entertainment may be
expected.

The following table shows the number of
1 imes alarms were sounded between the sevral hours of the

day

lonr,

and

|

i. M.
Times.:
12 to 1.4
2 to 3.2
5 to «.3
7 to 8.2
8 to 9.2
10 to 11.2
11 to 12.3
i

|

night:

Hour,
r. m.

Times.

12 to

1.1
lto 2.1
3 to 4.1
5 to G.1
6 to 7.2
7 to 8.G
9 to 10.-..3
10 to 11.1
11 to 12.2

following table

The tug C. W. Belknap yesterday mornRichmond island for schooner
\ ictory lying there at anchor. The sea was
ri inning high and the schooner was so badly
ii :ed, it was found necessary to part both
ci ibles and let the anchor go.
The schooner Moonlight was off Richmond
Ii land yesterday morning in a somewhat
d: ingerous condition and leaking badly.
ii ig went to

1(

fr
bl

Days' Dry Goods Reduction Sale!

A 30

BANKRUPT STOCK PRICES TO BE OISCOUNTED.

SALE BEGINS THIS MORNING.

THE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

The concert by the Boston Symphony
orchestra in the Stockbridge course, will
draw a brilliant and fashionable audience to
City Hall Wednesday night. No symphony
tickets will be exchanged after to-day. The
many friends of Misses O’Brion and Hudecki
will be out in force.
Y. M. C. A. COURSE.

Stockbridge has the tickets for the ninth
entertainment in the course which will be
given at City Hall, Thursday evening. The
Weber Club, Miss Brown and Mrs. Morrison,
vocalists, and Mr. Dennett, reader, will appear.

PART i.

Overture..
Chandler’s Orchestra.
Quartet—Peasant’s Wedding March.. .Soderman
Readme-

Children’s $5.00 to $9.00
Fur Trimmed Dolmans at $4.50 to $6.50.
$10.00 and $12.00 Newmarkets at $6.50 and $7.50.
Winter Cloaks, choice at $2.50, suitable for a child of 6 to 13 years. Children’s Shawls 29 cents.
marked
all
down
to dose.
Short Wraps, Seal Plush Sacksj Real Alaska Seal Garments, Remnants of Cloakings,
Good Style fair quality Corsets only 25 cents. Many of these arc cheap at 60 cents.
Choice from 18, 20, 22, 24 and 27 inch Cotton Diaper at only 50 cents for 10 yards.

dit

Reading.

Miss Carle.
Duet—The Pilot.Millard
Messrs. Thurston and Shaw.
Solo—Ohe Mamma.Tosti
Mrs. Morrison.
Intermission.
PART

II.

Chandler’s Orchestra.

Lodge History.
P. C., Henry I. Nelson.
Heading.

Miss Gookins.
Piano Duet—March from“Lenore Symphouy..Kaff
Mr. and Mrs. Kotzsehmar.
Recitation.
IV£iss Carle
Duet—Stephanie Gavotte.Gohbaerts
Miss Brown and Mrs. Morrison.
Quartet- Christmas Carol.Kotzsehmar
Selection.
Chandler’s Orchestra.
NOTE*.

Tlie Reform Club will give an entertain
raent in Good Templars’ Hall, corner of Elm
and Congress streets, to-night.
Thomas W. Keene, the #tor, has so far
recovered from his paralysis that he has
started for New York, accompanied by his

wife.
The audience at the concert in the Boston
Theatre Sunday evening was very much disappointed at the non-appearance of Mme.
Nordiea. The lady had come to the theatre,
having been persuaded to leave a sick bed,

evening.

Mr. Augustine Crosby of Benton Falls has just
ceived an offer of $2<3o per mouth and expenses
)m a Boston corporation to take charge of large
islness Interests In South America.
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THURSTONS,

Overcoats and Suits!

SOLE AGENT,

saj mg

aim
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The recent storm has left the roads badly
obstructed by snowdrifts.

Tliis is done rather than carry it into next season, pay costs of care taking, and
slack up our manufacturing.
The regular prices of our make of clothing, established from a maker’s basis of
one profit, leaves no room for

But the revision of prices, covering a considerable part of onr stock, puts it below value of like quality to be found anywhere else.
Buyers of clothing will risk
if they overlook this opportunity.

to

(ltf

Order.

—

above has been
mortgage
THE
closed by decrees and orders In tbe suit
named

foreof

Mercantile Trust Company et al. vs. the P. &
O. R. K. Co., et ais., in the United States Circuit
Court for the District of New Hampshire. Consequently under legislation in Maine and concurrent legislation in New Hampshire, the holders of
the Bonds and Coupons secured thereby are declared a corporation, and may complete an organization as such at their option.
You are therefore requested to communicate
immediately to the undersigned the amounts and
serial numbers of Bonds held by each of you, and
the numbers of Coupons attached thereto, in order that you may be advised of proceedings which
may be taken to organize such corporation.
All such communications should be addressed
to our attorney. 'William L. Putnam, Portland,

Saturdays.

OWE

—

the

The flurry given to our BARGAIN COUNTER, where SUITS, OVERCOATS and
PANTS are marked down nearly half, still holds on.
The weather is as good as we can ask, and Bargains is the word.
Until further notice our store will be closed every evening at 6 o’clock, except

STRICTLY

FROM THE

Coupons

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Co., of Nov. 1, A. D. 1871.

Extra Good Values in Overcoats and Ulsters
PRICE.

Maine.

NATHAN WEBB.
)
HORATIO N. JOSE.
Trustees.
WESTON F. MILLIKEN.)
Portland,Maine, Jan. 11. A. D. 1886. janl2dlw

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
January 11th, A D. 1886.
Incase of WILLIAM H. LINCOLN, Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the eleventh
day of January, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
of tbe Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
WILLIAM H. LINCOLN, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor which petition was filed on the
eleventh day of January, A. D. 1886, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room, in
said Portland, on the first day of February,
A. D. 1886, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said Coiuitv of Cumberland.
janl2&l*J

255 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, ME.,
'W. C.
janl 2

WARE,

Manager.
THIS
dti

7

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

CLOSING

OUT
_

SALE

a nn_

TURNER BROS/
gommexcikg today-

PLEDGED PROPERTY AT

AUCTION.

reason ol default In the payment of the several sums of money due the undersigned, for
which the hereinafter described property is held
as collateral security, the uudersigued will sell at
public auction to the highest bidder at the office
of the Galt Block Warehouse Company, No. 28
Commercial street, in the City of Portland, on
FRIDAY, the 16th day of January, A. D., 1886,
at 10.30 o’clock in the forenoon.
133 Barrels Flour marked IV. W.
“
135
A. B. C.

KKSS« *■ wo i*"'11* t if.
KaSwsVew?"
us

All Fancy Dress Goods at

a

*2.00 »res» Good* «*•<>* l>*'
1.75
1.50
1.25

presented
Dec. 11,1885.

and tranlegally be
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier
dtd

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Canal National Bank of Portland for the
eiectlon of seven directors, aud for the transaction
of any other business that may legally come before
them, will be held at tlielr banking house on Tuesday the twelfth day of January, 1886. at 11 o clock
a. m.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
declldtd
Dee. 11,1885.

THE

NATIONAL TR ADERS BANK.
National Traders Bank

THEof shareholders
Portland, are hereby notified that their
nual
will be held at their banking room,

an-

on

meeting
Tuesday the twelfth day

of Jannary next, at 11
enin., to choose five Directors for the
and to act on any other business that

o’clock a.
suing year,

legally

before them.
EDWARD GOULD. Cashier.

come

__

declldlm^

Dec. 11, 1885.

THE CASCO NATIONAL BANK, OF PORTLAND.
ot the

annual

Stockholders of the

meeting
Bank of Portland will beheld
THECasco National

its banking house on Tuesday, January' 12,
1886, (being the second Tuesday of said month),
at 10 o'clock a. m. The election of seven Directof
ors for the ensuing year, aud the transaction
any other business that may legally come Defore
of
the
business
meeting.
It, will be the
WILLIAM T. SMALL, Cashier.
declldtd
Portland, Dec. 11, 1885.

“

“

“

“

“

“

YZ
10°

ANNUAL MEETING.
of the

meeting of the Stockholders
THE
Portland Railroad Company will be held in
the
Portland,
Mechanics
annual

Hall,
Library Room.
Me., on MONDAY. Jau. 18, 1886, at 3 o'clock p.
choice
of
Directors
aud
the transaction
for
the
m.,
of any other business that mav legally come before them.
E. A. NEWMAN, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 11, 1886.
_janlld7t

PORTLAND & OGDENSBIRG R. R. CO
of the Stockholders of the
R. Co., will be
Company, 517 Commercial
Street, in the City of Portland. Me., on TUESDAY
the 19th day of January current, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon, for the election of Directors and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
anual meeting
THE
Portland & Ogdensburg R.
held at the office
the
ox

come

before the

Jan. 4,1886.

meeting.

CHAS H. FOYE, Clerk.
d2w

jan4

$3000

SPECIAL SALE
WORTH

OF

A. (jarside & Son’s

ME I. Y. BOOTS
FOR JANUARY.

$5000
WORTH

JAIWES

G. G.

OF

BOYD’S

FINE N. Y. BOOTS
FOR JANUARY.

—

“

—

“

a

a

ple's Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N. H. Keene Savings
Bank, Keene, N.H. Nashua Savings Bank, Nashua,
N. H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton, N.H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.
d2ui*
janl2

GILBERT’S

..

EXTRA,

Wednesday Evening.

“

All of the above goods are the
best and finest goods on earth,
manufactured by James Boyd
and A. Garside & Son.

STRICTLY

JDASH SALE.

This special sale invites you to
visit

WALTZING and the NEW SCHOTTISCHE
FBOm 8 TO 9 O’CLOCK.

$1.00 PER YARD.
This sale indudes ever, piece of Fane, Dress
Goods in stock.
-.--

janl2

PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY.

Gem.

Crystal

NEGOTIATED BY

Respectfully,

jaul2dtf

RIMES b

are

choice of directors
upon any
other business that may come before them, will
be held at the Refinery office, Fore street, Portland, on Tuesday the 12th day of January, 1886,
at 3 o’clock p. in.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
dec30dtd
Dec. 29,1885.

Gleam.

—

*“/'

..

Eagle Sugar Refinery.
stockholders of the Eagle Sugar Refinery
THE
hereby notified that the annual meeting
for
and for action

3000 Pairs French Kid Button Common
Sense.
300 Pairs French Kid Foxed Button.
Bearing Seven Per Cent Iuteretet.
“
“
FOR SALE BY
300
London Tie.
“
WILLIAM H. EMERY, 200
Boots.
Walking
188 middle Street, Portland.
200
Street Boots, Common Sense.
Below are the
of
few Savings Banks in
“
New England who hold large amuunt
200
Dongola Foxed Button.
of these securities:
“
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, R. I.
200
Oil Coat Bntton.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, Providence, It. I. Peo-

We Offer choice from above lots at

ROS.,

—---

m. B.

GILBERT.

SIGN OF

PORTLAND STEAM PACKETIoT
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
THEPortland Steam
Packet Co., f#r the choice of

i

five Directors for the ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as may legally come
before them, will be held at the Company's office
on Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me., on TUESDAY,
the 19th day of January, 1886. at 3 o’clock p. m.
,1. F. LISCOMB, Secretary.
|anl2d7t
Portland, Jan. 11,1886.

Pondicherry Co.

GOLD BOOT,

BROWN
THE
SHOE DEALER.
jam
eodtf

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Pondicherry Co. will be held at their office iu
Bridgton, Maine, on Tuesday Jan. 19, 1886, at
two o’clock p. m., f or the election of officers for the
ensuing year, and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
O. B. GIBBS, Clerk.
New York, Jan. 7,1886.
janl2dlw*

THE

KENT—A two

brick

house

conre-

story
and bathroom in good
FOB
taining nine
connected
suitable for
rooms

pair, large yard
with above.

a

BENJAMIN

garden
SHAW, 48Vi

Ex-

12-1

change St.

of Federal and Hamp-

SPECIAL FOR TUESDAY, JAN. 12.
A large lot of Children's Black Worsted Mittens, nice heavy quality, with
long wrist, will be sold at 13 cents pair.
SAME DAY—A largo lot fine quality long Cashmere Gloves, in Black,
Brown and Garnet, at 30 cents pair.
Balance of 5 and 10-cent Hamburgs from yesterday’s sale.

LET-1 rent Cor.
TOshire
St., 1 rent 168 Danfortli St., 1
161
St. A. D.

Newbury

363

Fore

St.

rent 41

Newbury St.,

BOYD,

between 9

A wet
Apply
WANTED—
and 10
2 and 3 p. m., to DR. F. H.
corner of
nurse.

a. m. or

GERRISH, 675 Congress street,

State

12-1

street.

Situation by an experienced
TlfAKTED
T T
bookkeeper, can give best of city refer12-1
ences. Enquire at 320 CONGRESS ST.
—

WANTED—Situation

Button Hole
GODING
12-1

experienced
WANTED—Two
Machine Operators.
SHAW,
& CO.

LET-Upper tenement,
TOand
gas, sunny and convenient; rent
31 MECHANIC STREET.
7

quire

MRS.

[The funeral service of the late Geo. H. Merrill will take place this Tuesday afternoon at 2
o’clock, at No. 293 Congress street.

rooms;

Sebago

low. In12-1

LET—Pianos both

upFOR
right and square. C. K. IIAWES, 177 Middie St.12-1
HALE OR TO

ALLEN’S

INSTANTANEOUS CROUP REMEDY,

Is an old established prescription, and has been used in inanv families for over 12 voars with wonlerful success. The proprietor being convinced of its great merits, lias recently introduced it to the
lUblic. It has many advantages over other croup remedies. The result of its use is complete and luitantaneous relief. Although a powerful medicine, it is perfectly safe for the most delicate child.
It
s cheap, every bottle contains over 400 doses, and last but not feast, it is infallible.
Ill every family
vhere it has been used any length of time the testimony is invariably the same that “it never failsJi
[n fact it lias never been known to fail. These are not empty words got up to produce an effect, biff
ire positive facts, and are proved by the testimony of many responsible and living families in New
England. Space will not permit many of them to be'given here, but enough of them may be seen on
lie circulars. Every family should have it on hand.
Mr. H. Jupson, Dear Sir:
I have used Mrs. Allen’s Croup remedy in my family, with the most grati1 ving results; if works like a charm and docs all it claims to do.
I think it Is a most valuable medi< :ine and should be kept in every family.
Yours Truly,
Mrs. E. D. PETTENG1LL, Portland, Me.
1 cheerfully give my testimony to the value of Mrs Allen’s Croup Remedy, and heartily recommend
t as a remedy that is sure, and will give instant relief. I have tested it thoroughly having used it
leven years, and it lias never disappointed me. In one case I think it saved the life of my child, and
incc then I have not dared to lie without it.
Mrs. 3. W. HUSTON, West Falmouth,Me.
|

Price 35 cents.

H.

JUDSOA,
Janl2

■

Prepared by
PO TLAAD, HIAIAE.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Wanted.
A CAPABLE girl to do general home-work,
t\. Good references required. Apply at 703
< JONGBESS STBEET.
jan!2dtf

SPECIAL NOTICE.

New Hamburgs
On

Monday, Jan. lltli, we shall

open
HAMBURGS in
different widths and matched patterns,
together with a choice selection of
NAINSOOK and SWISS EMBROIDERIES
also, in matched patterns. Also, a fall
line of COLORED EMBROIDERIES for
Misses’ and Children’s Suits.
an

elegant line of

new

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT.
janO
dtf

I am pleased to notify my old
customers and tlie public generally that I am once more to be found
in my old place, 249 Middle St.,
and shall endeavor to please all
who may favor me with their patronage. Thankful for your favors
in the past, I hope to merit a continuance of the same.
Portland, Jan. 1,1886.

janlMtf

dlw*

whose rubber cloak was ;
another of the same j
material ana color,
differing In make and site,
kindly send her address to J. M. DYER & CO.,
12-1
811 Congress Bt.
the lady
LOST—Will
recently mistaken for
but

OPENING.

or

12-1

Call
as housekeeper.
between 5 and 7 in the evening at 54 DAN12-1
FORTH ST.

years 4 months.
In Trenton, Dec. 28, Benjamin F. Smith, aged
48 years.
In Everett, Mass., Jan. 4, Mrs. Julia I. Cutter,
widow of the late Capt. Aaron Cutter of Oakland,
Cal., aged 63 years. [Biddeford papers copy.]

I

on

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Co.

Great Loss.

In Richmond, Dec. 19, Asbury Segars, aged 39
years.
In Ellsworth, Dec. 20, Robert J. Nagon, aged
62 years 3 months.
Ill Ellsworth, Dec. 27, John Abram, aged G5

100 Doses One Dollar
d&wlynrm
aprl

stockholders of the

o’clock a. m., for the choice of directors
saction of any other business that may

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS

names

G1 years.

Sarsaparilla

“
“
“
“

“
A. B. C.
“
“
115
8. B.
Terms Cash.—Property may be examined before
sal# on application to the undersigned.
PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY,
janl2d4t
By H. Butler, Secretary.

DRESS GOODS!

In Georgetown, Jan. G, Sarah W., wife of Sargent Harford, aged 36 years.
In Aina, Jan. 3. Mrs. Luella Smith, aged 37 yrs.
In Dresden. Dec. 28,Sam’l Davis, aged 73 years
5 months.
In Newcastle, Dec. 24, Miss Sarah Fossett, aged

Sold by all druggists. SI i si* for $5.
Prepared
by C. I. HOOD A CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,Mass.

“
“

—

DEATHS.

entirely

“
“
“
“
“

135
135
135
135

TURNER BROS.,
488 & 490 Congress Streft.

In Bootlibay, Dec. 31. Albert It. Baker of Edgecomb and Miss Nellie F. Sherman of Boothbay.
In Boothbay, Dec. 25, Forest E. Wylie and Miss
Annie L. Bouche of Boothbay.
In Southport, Jan. l, Ulysses G. Snowman and
Mrs. Mattie E. B. Ayers.
In Dresden, Dec. 28, Seth L. Groves and Marv
J. Quinnam, both of Wiscasset.
In Auburn, Dec. 24, ltoscoe H. Philbrook and
Miss Arabella B. Bailey.
In Auburn, Deo. 24, ltoscoe G. Townsend and
Miss Maria A. Keith.
In Monson. Dec. 24, Itucl W. Chamberlain and
Miss Addie U. Ryder.
In Richmond, Dec. 30, George H. Johnson and
Miss Indiactta L. Pushard.

Hood’s

Tuning

To the Holders of Bonds and
Secured by Mortgage

MARRIAGES.

toes. I know Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a good thing.’’
G. H. Stratton, Druggist, Westfield, Mass.
“Upon our little girl, who had been sick with
scarlet fever, the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla was
most marvellous,
removing the poison
from her blood and restoring her to good health.
deserves
our highest praise.”
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
E. G. Stratton, Swampscott, Mass.

rooms on

twelfth day of January, 1886, at 10 o’clock a. in.,
for the choice of Directors and the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before
them.
WILLIAM H. SOULE, Cashier.
decl2dtd
Portland. Dec. 12, 1885.

STOOLS AND COVERS.
jaul2

Startling Reductions!

ders these caps desirable.

The patient recovers strength slowly, as the sysand the blood
tem is weak and debilitated,
poisoned by the ravages of the disease. What is
needed is a good reliable tonic and blood purifier
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which has just the elements of strength for the body, and vitality and
richness for the blood whicli soon bring back robust health. After scarlet fever or pneumonia it
is also of great benefit.
“After recovering from a prolonged sickness
with diphtheria, and needing something to build
me up. I took two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It seemed
1 felt good results from the first dose.
to go From the top of my head to the ends of my

their banking

at

Somers, the practical hatter, advertises today to sell his fur caps and Scotch caps at
less than cost. This nipping weather ren-

After Diphtheria

at

may

BY

me

of the

annual meeting of tlie Stockholders
THE
Cumberland National Bank of Portland will
held
TUESDAY, the

be

3 Free Street Block, Portland.

NEWS.

stars were shining brightly, and at four
o’clock, it never snowed faster or blew much
harder. The barometer during the storm
took a phenomenal downward stride dropping from 30 to 28.60 inches.
The wind during the early part of the
storm attained a velocity of 70 miles an hour,
but abated to about half that rate by noon. I
have never seen the sea any rougher. As
soon as the w eather had cleared somewhat
we scanned the shores and sea horizon for
wrecks, and although none appeared, the discovery of two three-masted schooners and
several lesser craft lying at anchor at Richmond Island,showed to what extremity these
vessels had been driven, and how without
warning the storm had overtaken them.
Tlie report seems to be well founded that
the life-saving authorities will procrastinate
no longer, but will make haste slowly to
erect the long-talked-of station at the Cape.
When this work is completed, together with
the projected new buildings at the light
station, (new fog-signal houses and fire-proof
oil houses.) all of which will doubtless be
built another season, the government will
have one of the largest, most conspicuous,
and best equipped establishments for tlie
guidance and succor of any who “go down to
the sea in ships,’’ to be found on our whole
Atlantic coast. I may also say in this connection, that the good people of Portland
need not be surprised, if in a very short
time, any day when the “winds howl with
horrid note,’’ they may place their ears to the
telephone and harken to what the “wild
are

Opening,

—AT—

BOWEItY BEACH.

Lights.

PORTLAND.

A Fresh Stock Now

Wharf Committee—Gen. Francis Fessenden, R.
0. Conant, Simeon ShurtlefT.
Auditor—Sylvan Shurtleff,

the general appearance of the station. Mr.
J. T. Hunter, the carpenter in charge, as
well as all others connected with the work
are deserving of praise for the speedy accomplishment of so difficult a winter task at
this bleak storm-riAen headland.
We have just experienced a regular blizzard of a northeast snow storm which came
upon us like a thunder bolt from a clear sky.
At half past three Saturday morning, the

at 7

of the

CHICKERING

Dyer.

The new building at the Cape Lights lately spoken of in this column has been completed and is not only a very substantial and
convenient structure, but it greatly enhances

Exchange
day, January 12,1880,

of the

The reduction falling chiefly

President—Gen. Francis Fessenden.
Clerk, Treasurer and Wharfinger—Stephen K.

SUBURBAN

its office,
Mo., on TuesV4 o’clock p. m.. for
the purpose of electing officers and transacting
any other business which may legally come before it.
Per order,
A. E. CHASE, Clerk.
jan5dtd
No.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

NEW AND LOWER PRICES EOR READY-MADE CLOTHING!

Union Wharf

Corporation.
At the annual meeting of the members of
Union Wharf Corporation, held Saturday
forenoon, the following were chosen officers
for the coming year:

Relief Association will be held at
THE
85
street. Portland,

annual meeting
THE
Merchants National Bank of Portland will be
held at
Bank
Tuesday, Jan. 12,1880 at 10

Special Piaiio Notice!

We reiterate the candid statement about what we are doing. The truth wears
best.
We made up an unusually large and comprehensive stock and after a good season
in the early part of the winter, which brings the bulk of the business, we have cut
adrift from ordinary profits and make

but was taken so ill upon reaching her
dressing room that it was necessary to carry
her to the coach, which immediately bore

her to her hotel.
Dickinson’s lecture on “Art in the Netherlands, will be given at City Hall on Friday

MEETINGS.

Relief
Portland Masonic
Association.
annual meeting of tlie Portland Masonic

The

the

We Never Have High Prices!

C. W. ALLEN
dtf

CUMBERLAND NATIONAL BANK

CLOAK ROOM GOODS AT A MARK DOWS SALE.

....

Miss Gookins.
Piano Duet—Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 2_Liszt
Mr. and Mrs. Kotzsehmar.
Solo—Oh! My Maid is Fairer Still.Pease
Miss Brown.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
E. O. BAILEY.
marl4

■

ANNIVERSARY OP IVANHOE LODGE.

The fifty anniversary of Ivanhoe Lodge,
No. 25, K. of P., will occur at their Castle
Hall this evening and the following programme will be rendered, besides which
there will be a list of eight dances:

Aaetioaeers and Commission Merchants

ANNUAL

35 cents
3 cases Cocheco, Merrimack and other extra quality last year’s Prints. 10 yards for
5 cents per yard
5000 yards good style Dress and Shirting Prints, best quality made in America,
“
“
6 1-4 “
10,000 yards best Family Shirting (all our best makers but two) to be sold out at
“
“
7 1-2 “
1000 yards Fruit of Loom 36 inch best Sheeting, 40 yards for $3.00, or Remnants at
5 cents each
1000 Turkey Red (warranted fast color) Napkins, assorted sizes and patterns, at
3000 yards Turkey Red Table Cloth, 58 inches wide, never sold less than 50, 65 and 75 cents, choice at 39 cents
25 cents per yard
4000 yards White Flannels, 4 yards for 25 cents. 50 cent tine and extra qualities at only
“
“
3000 yards Grey Heavy Shirting 25 cent Flannel, 4 yards for 65 cents, or Scnrlet Twilled Flannel at 19
4000 yards Remnants Cotton Flannels from 4 1-2 cents to 10 cents per yard, from 2 to 5 yards In a piece.

IVANHOE LODGE.

Tlie fifth anniversary of Ivanhoe Lodge,
K, of P., at Castle Hall to-night presents a
great programme. Chandler’s Band, Miss
Brown, Mrs. Morrison, Messrs. Thurston
and Shaw, vocalists; Messrs. Carle
and
Gookin, readers; Mr. and Mrs. Kotzschmar,
will
take
instrumentalists,
part.

65.1

shows the number of
season._t imes the different hose carriages and steamPresentation.
e rs responded to alarms:
Times. I Steamers.
Times.
Yesterday afternoon after the session of 1 lose.
No. 1.30 ! No. 1.30
No. 2.24
No. 2.24
^ lie grand jury, Mr. George M. Seiders the
No. 3.21
| No.3.12
( lounty Attorney, was called by them into
No. 4.18
No. 4.18
No. 5.29
No. 5.29
a n adjoining room and there presented with
No. G. 2 I
chair,
upbolsterlibrary
a n elegant reclining
Hook and Ladder No. 1 responded to 24
The presentation was
e rl in red leather.
a lams.
Hook and Ladder No. 2 responded
i lade by George Smith, Esq., of Deering on
t > 34 alarms. Hook and Ladder No. 3 re1 elialf of his associates, and was a testimos jonded to 15 alarms. The fire boat respond> ial of their
appreciation of the courtesy,
e i to one alarm.
1 indness and uniform urbanity that has char1 cterized Mr.
Seiders’ relations with them
Off Richmond Island.
* or the past two terms.

Dr. Small was driving on
Congress street
esterday, when his sleigh runner caught in
lie rails of the horse railroad
company’s
rack on Congress street and the
was

dowed with the soul of music; by culture
this genius has been under perfect control,
and for melody, for sweetness of voice, for

G1.2

1 iox 23.

The

to-night.

44.1

There were second alarms from boxes 21,
3, 28, 31 and 34. The third alarm was from

*

Hall

was

Fire Department.

1

City

appear at

astonishing what pathos, what soul-stirring
beauty, dwells in the voices of these blackskinned songsters.
By nature they are en-

Adjourned.

j he

Accident.

will

The Nashville World says: “Fully two thousand people were at the State Capitol last
night, to listen to the concert tendered by
the Original Nashville Students, to the TenIt is
nessee Legislature and their friends.

waves

Jana, T. C. Woodbury.
Port-Wardens—B. W. Jones and Thomas In'crsoll.
The hill of lading, known as the New
fork Produce Exchange hill of lading, was
1 ipproved and endorsed by this board.

of Teachers.

Luce at Augusta last week and it was derided to call a meeting of the directors of
;he American Institute of Instruction, who
•eside in Maine, also prominent teachers
ind educators, in this city Jan. 23d, to organze for the purpose of making the Bar Har>or meeting next July an unqualified success,
■
rhe Maine Pedagogical Society will meet
vith the institute, and it is proposed to arj ange for the New Brunswick Teachers’ Asociation to join the American Institute for

N. Rich.

Directors—T. C. Hersey, G. W. Woodman, S. J.

servant and the world’s Savior.

An informal meeting of school officers was
leld at the office of State Superintendent

S.

Treasurer—Charles S. Fobes.

of her race, and her
conversation was often both interesting and
instructive to those of wider observation
and higher mental attainments. She was a

The A. R. Weeks.
A. R.

President—Joseph E. Blabon.
Vice Presidents—Charles McLaughlin. J.
tVinslow, W. G. Davis.

toral

in which too many church
conducted.
The old officers of the club were re-elected’
Rev. C. H. Daniels, president.
The discussion of the paper was carried on
by Rev. Mr. Halloek, Rev. Mr. Fisher of
this city, Prof. Chapman of Bowdoin College, aud Rev. C. H. Taintor of the Congregational Union.

Capt.

reported
the following officers for the ensuing year;

families of the city.
About
the year 1830 she became a member of the
First Baptist church, then under the pas-

services

v/*

n__

»

'ommittee’s report was accepted.
The committee on nominations

prominent

care of Rev. Geo. Leonard, by whom
she was baptized; and from that time until
her death she was a consistent and respected
member of that body.
In her child-like
faith, her quaint expression of religious experience, and her appropriation of the divine promises to herself she illustrated the

__l?

Exchange reports the Exchange hardly up to
the year previous in point of membership,
md it was recommended that a canvassing
jonuuittee be appointed in the spring.
The

remained for a series of years.
Subsequently by marriage she changed her maiden
name, Harris, to Wilson, but her husband
did not lead her a happy life, and for years
she did fine washing and ironing for some of
the

25.00

$3,640.03
The committees on manufactories and arbitration had nothing to report. No one from
the committee on railways and steamboats
was present.
The committee on Merchants

befriended her, and in Mr. Dow’s family she

The annual meeting was held at the Preble
House last evening. It was “Ladies’ night”
and about 100 in all were present. The supper
was in Gibson’s best style.
The opening
address was by Mr. William E. Gould on
“The Decencies of Worship,” and was an
argument to show that lessening attachment
to the sanctuary and the growing disregard
M a.1_T

Telephone.

Sundries.
60.19
Balance. 1,894.36

land sustained their good name for philanthropy and practical benevolence in this diFriends Dow, Hussey and others
rection.

Club.

20.00

$3,646.03

CR.

worthy fellow
Then, as in later days, the Friends were ever
ready to assist fugitives from Southern
slavery, and in her case the Friends of Port-

of water.

60.00

Cash paid Rent.$ 700.00
Supt. Merchants Exchange_ 700.00
25.00
Secretary Board of Trade.
Papers. 211.38
Water.
8.50
Gas.
21.60

the residence of Friend

weeks to complete the
require
work. The experiment is being watched
with considerable interest by large con-

»

Exchange. 1,218.00

equally kind-hearted captain secretly
brought her to this city. On a Sunday morning, just as the church bells were ringing for
morning service, she landed at the foot of
India street, then called King street, and
wandered up Congress street till she came to
our

384.00

Interest.
Use of room (underwriters).

bound vessel carried her to that port, whence

three

Congregational

assessments Board of
Trade.
Annual assessments Merchants

an

been attained or about ten feet below the
level of mean low water. The water now
rises nearly to tiie top of the well, and Mr.
Foster expects to obtain a flow when he has
reached a depth of from 100 to 125 feet. The
drill is now being forced through a stratum
of the hardest kind of quartz, and it will

sumers

Balance.31,964.03
Cash—Annual

some reprimanding words, perhaps accompanying them with a blow'. She ran away,
and a kind-hearted captain of a Baltimore-

At Foster’s dye house on Preble street an
artesian well is being sunk, from which it is
hoped to obtain a never failing supply of
water. Mr. Foster obtained his boring machinery some time ago and work was immediately commenced under the direction of an
expert. The well is in the cellar of the
building and a depth of about 85 feet has

some

WARDENS’ RETORT.
We have visited officially during the past year
39 steamships, all of which were English: 72
sailing vessels, 40 of which were American and
32 foreign—a slight falling off from last year’s
report.
During the year most of the cargoes have been
landed in good order. The steamships arriving
here have all brought fair cargoes, and have obtained full freights home. Two steamships of the
Dominion line are this winter running from this
port to Bristol, and we hope are succeeding so
well as to make it a
permanent line.
There has been a limited amount of molasses
brought to this port the past year, and it seems as
though our West India business, once so important to this city, was gradually declining,
especially in our exports.
We do not feel at liberty to make any suggestion in regard to this matter, but trust that wiser
heads than ours may take up the subject at an
early date and see if something cannot be done
to revive this once prosperous business at this
Benjamin W. Jones,
port.
Thos. Ingebsoll.
TREASURER’S REPORT.
Charles S. Fobes, treasurer, in account with
Portland Board of Trade.
1885.
DR.
TORT

He was a member of Aflantic Lodge of
Maine, who attended the funeral. Revs.
Messrs. Wright and Adams officiated.

street, janitor of the North School, last week

diphtheria.

feS-SSEf*} committee.

1.

in the vestry of the Congress Square Church.
The public are cordially invited to attend.

with

Congress

ton.

The Rev. Henry Blanchard will deliver the
seventh lecture of his course on “The Divine
Origin of Christianity indicated by its Historical Effects” this evening at 7.30 o’clock

child

293

Mr.

Tarmouthto take effect February 1. Mr.
Smith will probably accept a unanimous call
which he has received from a church in Bos-

will not be heavy.

lost a

No.

at

Sunday Rev. A. A. Smith resigned his position as pastor of the Baptist church in

There was an overflow of water in A. F.
Cox & Son’s shoe factory on Union street,
from a faucet which was left open Sunday
night, ar.d a number of cases of boots and

No.

residence.

t.nrlav

Rockland to Portland.

year.

McCafferty,

m

street.
ilail Agent Greenleaf, on tire Knox & Lincoln route, has been transfered to the North
Anson and Lewiston route; Mr. Jewett is
put on the route between Bath and Lewiston ; and Mr. Gilchrist goes on the route from

The Children’s Christmas Club will meet
Wednesday, Jan. 13th, at 4 o’clock p.
m., at City Hall, to hear the reports of
the secretary, treasurer and others and to
elect the eight child officers for the coming

Mr. Bernard

at

Robinson’s

on

shoes were wet down.

Shipments of lumber have continued to be an
Important and profitable Interest, with good prospects for the future.
The European trade through this port is now
steadily improving, and will probably reach $12,000,000 in value the present year, and in view oi
the prospective large increase of this great business at this port it was a timely effort on the part
of this hoard to obtain sufficient appropriations
from Congress to further deepen the harbor to
give free and unobstructed access to the great
steamships bearing this commerce to our shores.
Business with the lower maritime provinces has
been well served by the International Steamship
Ceinpany, which had its origin in this Board, and
which corporation has, to its credit, ever conducted its business in the interest of our Deonle.
rne coastwise trade, especially In the eastern
section of the State, has not been so well accommodated of late, and much of the valuable business in that section may be diverted from the
State if good facilities for transportation are not
speedily furnished. It may be well for this board
to take such measures as may be necessary to re
taiifthls trade where it naturally belongs.
The interior commerce of the State is well accommodated by the Maine Central and other lines
of railroad, as the various new industries opening up throughout the State and the enlargement
and improvement of the older ones are evidence ;
and one of the most gratifying features of the
prosperity of our people is the fact that most all of
the operatives and artisans of our State are well
employed at fair wages, while so many are idle in
other communities.
Hence we have much to encourage and inspire renewed efforts for the future.
Respectfully,
Ml N. Rich, Secretary.
METEOROLOGICAL COMMITTEE’S REr.ORT.
We have only to report the removal of the office
from the Custom House to better quarters in the
First National Bank building, where the signals
are more conspicuous, aiid the instruments better
exposed to wind and temperature. A code of
signals has been prepared for indicating rain
and snow, and changes in temperature.
We
thought the display of so many signals would
cause confusion, and did not advise it.
The chief
signal officer has expressed his regret at this discussion and as it is proposed to display them, not
at the office but at some other point in the citv,
we withdraw our objections anti
they will hereafter probably be displayed. Last summer Lieut.
Webber was sent here from Washington to inquire of merchants and see what was needed to
improve the service at this pert. The nature of
his report is not yet known. We have made our
usual visit to the office and report that it was
never better conducted than at the
present time.

Col. Win. McArthur of Limington, who
drew the $50,000 in the Louisiana lottery, received the money Saturday through the Frist
National Bank of this city. He W'as wounded while colonel of the 8th Maine.
T. P. McGowan, (agent for the Allan Line)

to report to

expected

terest.

Thursday.

today.

The grand jury

viz:: ex-President Hon. Charles H. Haskell. The
board now numbers 160 members, against 163
last year.
I have received for admission fees and assessmerits, and from Board of Underwriters for use of
room, $404.00.
The Merchants Exchange has at this time 194
members on the rolls, 32 of which have not paid
dues for the current year.
The receipts from
subscription to the Exchange have been $1218, making my aggregate
receipts from all sources for the year $1,622, all
of which have been paid to the treasurer.
The power and usefulness of the board is still
circumscribed and hampered by a most remarkable apathy and want of interest on the part of the
business people of Portland.
So many measure
the importance of the organization by the direct
profit obtained from the slight cost of its annual
membership, and which is to be personally realized as a business investment, rather than by
looking to tile common interests of the city which
will be promoted through a centralization of such
Interests in one organization to more effectively
yield a greater power for the common good of all,
which will realize the greatest possible results
that our opportunities oner for trade, traffic and
all the varied industrial pursuits. As evidence of
this I have only to state that while the Portland
Board of Trade is one of the oldest in the country,
its annual fees are less and its membership the
smallest of any kindred organization existing in a
city of the size of Portland. Let us hope for better results for the Board in the near future since
such a condition is a reproach to the public spirit
of our people.
The trade of our city for the past year has been
very fair. More goods have been sold and more
merchandise transported to and from this market
than ever before,though smaller profits have been
realized; yet losses from bad debts have been less
frequent, and business is on a better footing than
for the past several years.
In the foreign trade
the decline aad now almost total failure of the
cooperage business with the West Indies is a serious blow to a very Important industry that has
hitherto given employment to many vessels, and
should receive earnest efforts to secure relief
through Congress since it Is of large national In-

er’s office at Augusta.
Mrs. Mary C. Veazie, widow of the late
Gen. Samual Veazie of Bangor, Maine, died
suddenly of heart disease at the residence of
her son-in-law, John R. Mullen, Boston last

did not have a quorum present yesterday.
The Supreme Court will begin its January

Officers

beg respectfully to report there have been hold
during the year thirteen meetings of the managers
and three of the full board. Four meetings were
adjourned for want of a quorum.
Three persons have been admitted to membership, anil one member has died during the year,

Augusta, has accepted a position and
commenced his labors in the State Treasur-

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

secretary's retort.
and Members of the Board of

the

Trade:

of

capias

last

I

Hon. G. P. Wescott leaves today
three months’ trip to the Southward.
The funeral of the late Mr. Skillings took
place yesterday afternoon from his former
residence. Maine Lodge of Odd Fellows attended.
Mr. L. B. Hill, lately assistant postmaster

this (Tuesday) morning,
in the afternoon F. A. Leavitt, Franklin Symouds, Jr.. Alvarado B. Carter and Joseph II.
PettengiW were brought before the court on a
capias for contempt in not answering a summons
to appear before the grand jury.
They each
pleaded “press of business” and a “desire to be
excused,” “stormy weather Saturday and thought
the grand jury wonld rise to-day” and one said he
thought if they really needed ills testimony lie
would be notified again. The court admonished
them that a summons meant what it said and was
not to be treated like an invitation to a tea party,
accepted or declined with thanks; that the summons is to appear at sucli an hour and remain until discharged, and it should be obeyed unless the
witness is excused by the County Attorney or the
Court. Tlie parties having testified before the
grand jury since their arrest the Court discharged
them upon payment of the costs of the
which amounted in each case to $2.02.

To

for a

jury

impossible

rooms

meeting, which were approved.
The annual reports were read and approved and placed on record.

PERSONAL.

JUDGE BONNEY.
Monday.—Owing to the large number ol matat this term it
ters investigated by the grand
was
to get tile indictments drawn and
for
the
to
In
season
jury
report in the aftersigned
noon.
They will report at the coming in of court
BEFORE

the

of

The meeting was called to order by President Biabon.
The secretary read the records of the last

rant of removal from Portland jail to the
court at Jefferson City for trial, and yesterday Deputy Marshal Lyon left for the West
with his prisoner.

janl3d&wlw

please.

held at their

was

a BAILEY & CO.

NASHVILLE STUDENTS.

These celebrated jubilee and plantation

evening.

Court at Jefferson City, Missouri. Failing
to furnish bail, he w'as committed to Portland jail. Then Judge Webb issued a war-

Tu,Th»S2w

__

The action of Carter's Little Liver Pills is pleasant, mild and natural. They gently stimulate the
liver, and regulate the bowels, but do not purge.

They

Board of Trade

Marble made his acquaintance and brought
him to Portland. An examination was held
before Commissioner Rand Saturday, and
Cameron was ordered to recognize in the
sum of $1,000 for his appearance at the
March term of the United States District

with QtHmne and Pepsin.
Prepared by Caswell, Massey & Co., (N. Y.) is
most Strengtlieningiand easily taken. Prescribed
by leading physicians. Label registered.
janB

of

singers

It is alleged
a pension was granted
that he lately violated section 5348 of the
United States Revised Statutes in that he
furnished the Third Auditor of the Treasury
with false vouchers for the sum of $458, and
collected the money and departed. It was
ascertained after he left home that Cameron
had ordered the check for his own pension
to be forwarded to Monticello, about twelve
miles above Houlton, Maine, while he took a
jaunt to the Provinces, stopping in British
territory two miles beyond Monticello.
Deputy United States Marshal Lyon of
Missouri, having ascertained where Cameron
had gone, came to Portland and put the matter into the hands of United States Deputy
Marshal Marble of this State. Commissioner
Rand furnished a warrant, and thus armed
Marble went to Monticello and waited for
his man. Cameron, who is about 50 years
old, came to the Monticello office, when

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Cloak Sale—Rines Bros.

OF

Election

thirty-second annual meeting

The

to him.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

EMULSION

and

Meeting

Officers.
Tnomas Cameron is a native of Hickory
county, Missouri, and served in tlie army
during the war, receiving injuries for which

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

In

Annual

Returned to Missouri.

AUCTION HALES.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

BOARD OF TRADE.

FRAUD.

PENSION

STEPHEN BERRY,

and (gaid
No. 37 Plum Street.

